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Abstract

Developments in the area of computing systems and computer networks contribute to an increasing field of applications for distributed systems. In practice, the environment for distributed applications is heterogeneous, i.e., software components are developed in different programming languages, and executed by computers from various vendors running different types of operating systems. Distributed application platforms provide a means to reduce the complexity of designing and operating distributed applications in such heterogeneous environments. A distributed application platform hides the heterogeneity of the underlying computer network. A distributed application platform provides the application programmer with a set of uniform, standardised generic functions, which support the application. The distributed application platform is built using middleware, i.e., a range of software products to support various interactions between components of the distributed application. Object Request Brokers (ORB's) are an example of such middleware products. The ORB developments are dominated by CORBA and DCOM. CORBA is OMG's Common Object Request Broker Architecture. A number of software vendors have developed CORBA-compliant ORB's. DCOM is developed by Microsoft and used in a number of their products.

In this report, I present the results of my graduation assignment, which has been carried out at KPN Research in Groningen. ORB's are relatively new, and little is known about the performance of ORB's when they are applied in large scale applications. Furthermore, there is a strong competition between CORBA and DCOM. Both aspects justify a study on the performance of Object Request Brokers.

The literature study made clear that performance evaluation of such complex systems is far from trivial. Therefore, I first studied the architecture of CORBA and DCOM. These analysis resulted in a generic model for ORB's. As a next step, from the various performance evaluation strategies I selected a measurement strategy based on software implemented monitoring. A number of external factors, e.g., network latency, that could disturb the measurements have been identified and taken into account. The test suite based on carefully constructed benchmarks has been defined. Then, a test programme comprising twelve experiments has been developed. A subset of the experiments where implemented to evaluate Microsoft's DCOM and the CORBA 2.0 implementation Orbix of Iona Technologies. The benchmarks that where executed on DCOM and CORBA, are especially intended to evaluate their behaviour on transferring requests with different parameter-types and sizes. Other benchmarks where used to evaluate the behaviour of the middleware products under a sustained workload of a large number of clients doing requests.
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1 Introduction

This chapter presents the rationale and the objective for the graduation assignment described in this thesis. The succeeding sections give the reader an outline of this thesis.

1.1 Assignment

This thesis presents a methodology for measuring the performance of middleware. This methodology is used for the performance evaluation of CORBA and DCOM. The author is a graduate student of the faculty of Computer Science at the University of Groningen. This report serves as the final deliverable for a graduate assignment. In this particular case, the assignment was done at the department CAS (Communication Architectures & open Systems) of KPN Research at their site in Groningen.

1.2 Rationale

As information technology becomes an integrated part of our modern society, applications are being developed that can't reside on one computer-system anymore. Reasons for this phenomenon can be the number of resources an application needs or the geographical distribution of certain parts of an application. This division of applications in separate parts and distributing them to run on separate computer-systems is generally referred to as 'distributed computing'. Because 'distributed computing' needs more than just a network, several standards were defined to provide a software infra-structure with well defined interfaces for application developers.

Although the fact that the mentioned software infrastructures provide a standard for the communication between parts of an application, the heterogeneous use of hardware and operating systems commonly introduced interoperability problems. Besides the interoperability problems, there was also no standardisation on the services such a software infrastructure should provide and the implementation of these services.

To overcome these problems, distributed computing architectures have been defined. These architectures specify the software infrastructure and additional services needed for distributed computing. The implementations of these software infrastructures and the additional services are referred to as middleware. Two leading architectures for middleware are CORBA from the Object Management Group (OMG) and DCOM from Microsoft.

Although middleware solves many interoperability issues and widely accepted standards solve many other co-operation problems, the idea that middleware is only advantageous, isn't entirely true. Generally speaking, it can be said that solving interoperability issues will give performance drawbacks through conversions of requests and their parameters. Furthermore the distribution of application components over multiple computer-systems might introduce excessive network latency on requests between closely interacting components of the application.

Middleware platforms enable designers of distributed systems to fully concentrate on the functionality of the system instead of worrying about interoperability questions. As a result the distributed systems grow larger and become more and more complex. A problem that may arise here, is that there is no common knowledge about the performance of middleware when being applied in large systems. Therefore a methodology for measuring the overhead and scale-ability behaviour of these platforms is a desirable tool for evaluating implementations of commercially available products.
1.3 **Objective**

The graduate assignment includes the development of 'a methodology for performance and scale-ability measurements on middleware'. To get a clear view on the architecture of this middleware, this thesis provides an architectural description of two middleware products. Based on this evaluation, a generic architecture for middleware infrastructures will be composed. This generic architecture will be used as a fundament for the development of a methodology for evaluating the performance and will result in the description of several benchmarks. Some of these benchmarks are implemented and applied on the CORBA implementation Orbix and on Microsoft's DCOM, to evaluate their performance and the effectiveness of the benchmarks.

1.4 **Thesis structure**

To enable easier reading, this section gives a brief overview of the content of the upcoming chapters. The chapter-descriptions give an overview of the structure of the chapters and topics discussed in that particular chapter.

- **Chapter 1** gives an introduction to this thesis, by giving the rationale and objectives described in this thesis.
- **Chapter 2** describes middleware in general. From this general perspective, two leading middleware infrastructures are functionally decomposed. This decomposition is used to create a generic middleware architecture, that is used in the subsequent chapters.
- **Chapter 3** provides information about performance evaluation and the techniques that are frequently used. From all these techniques and methods, the most suitable method is chosen to be used for commercial middleware products.
- **Chapter 4** describes a collection of experiments, which form the basis of our benchmark-suite. Some of these benchmarks were developed and executed, to evaluate the performance of the middleware infrastructures DCOM and a CORBA implementation. The results of these benchmarks and their specific implementation details are also given.
- **Chapter 5** gives the conclusions about the methodology and the results of the evaluated infrastructures, and recommendations for future work and research.
2 Middleware architectures

In many cases, a middleware infrastructure is seen as the glue that connects objects spread over multiple heterogeneous computer-systems. This viewpoint shows little or nothing of the internal organisation and architecture of the specific middleware infrastructure.

The objective of this chapter therefore, is to find a generic architecture of middleware infrastructure. To get a clear view on middleware and their services, a general model will be discussed first. This shows the position of middleware in a distributed system. From this general overview, two leading middleware architectures (CORBA and DCOM) are evaluated in the subsequent sections. The evaluation will start with a brief overview of the history of the middleware product. After this small introduction, the architecture is evaluated and the functionality of the parts is described. The evaluation is concluded with an overview of the services and a short description about upcoming and future enhancements in the architecture and services.

Based on the analysis of CORBA and DCOM, a generic architecture for middleware is described.

2.1 Generic concepts

Before describing middleware in general or evaluating the two example architectures, some knowledge about the data-conversions that occur for transport is necessary. This converting from requests and their parameters is called marshalling and the de-conversion unmarshalling.

2.1.1 (Un)marshalling

Because of the heterogeneity of the hardware, operating systems and the supported programming languages, a common representation of the transported data must be used. This means that the network-layer in the computer-system must always present the exact byte stream to the middleware, independent of environmental differences.

Marshalling means that all the request information is copied into a flattened buffer of bytes. This process may sound trivial, but in fact it is not that trivial at all. While the data that must be marshalled can be a simple integer, it can also be a structure with pointer references to lists and other structures. This means that the middleware component responsible for the marshalling process, must traverse all these pointers and structures, and copy their contents into the buffer.

Unmarshalling is the reverse procedure in which the data in the flattened buffer must be rebuilt to its original form. This means that the unmarshalling code is responsible for setting up the environment for a local method invocation or procedure call.

The unmarshalling code performs the following actions:
- shuffling data-bytes to the native byte order (big- or little-endian). The sender transmits its data in its own native byte order and passes a flag in the header of the request to indicate its byte order. A receiver checks this flag, and depending on its own native byte order, it must re-shuffle the data-bytes.
- rebuilding the data-structures. To obtain the information that was available on the sender-side, the raw-data must be converted to the same data types. This means that in the case of complex data types, the unmarshalling code must reconstruct the data-structure, or could even be required to rebuild complete lists.
• rebuilding the method invocation/procedure call. Before the actual call is invoked on the server-object or the right procedure is called, the unmarshalling code reconstructs the complete callers environment. This means that the complete calling-stack must be rebuilt from the data it just reconstructed in the previous phase.

2.1.2 Middleware functions

A middleware-infrastructure can be seen as an extension of the operating system, which provides a transparent communication layer to the applications using the middleware. In a picture it looks like this:

![applications and objects with interfaces](image)

As can be seen in Figure 1, the middleware is positioned on top of the hardware and the operating system, and underneath the applications that use the middleware to communicate across machine boundaries. It is as though the middleware provides a virtual machine to the applications. One of the goals of middleware is, to supply interoperability between different heterogeneous hardware and operating systems. For the application-objects it shouldn’t matter where they are located, they can always communicate with another.

Because of the interoperability of the heterogeneous systems, the middleware not only provides the means to communicate, but mostly offers one or more of the following services and transparencies:

- **interaction transparency**: In order to let different heterogeneous hardware platforms transport data, like function/method parameters, a common data representation is used by the middleware. This means that for every environment a middleware product supports, this same representation is used for all the data-primitives that can be used in transport.

- **location transparency**: If a client wants to perform some sort of communication with a server-object, a request is issued to the middleware-platform. The middleware locates the server-object by querying a database for the location of the requested object and invokes the server-object. This means that for the client it doesn’t matter where the server-object is located.

- **garbage-collection**: When a server-object is no longer needed by a client, because the client has finished the communication or by a broken connection, the server-object is brought down to save resources. Typical means are time-outs, reference counts and pinging methods.

- **security / authentication**: By using a distributed environment, where a lot of people can access a server-object, a means of security must be provided so confidential information remains confidential. User-names and passwords gives a means of authentication, and encryption can be used for the security of the data.
• migration transparency: Besides the location-transparency, server-objects can be migrated from one computer-system to another. With migration, the objects are not only launched on another computer-system, but the internal state of the object being migrated is transferred from its originator to the newly created object.

• load-balancing: Load-balancing is typically used when there are too many server-objects residing on a computer-system. When a system has too many server-objects, migration of one or more server-objects to a computer-system with less load can improve the performance.

• fault-tolerance: Distributed systems are usually connected by means of a network, which may break down. Beside these failures, the computer-systems themselves can also fail, which can cause a server-object to fail or be unreachable. Providing fault-tolerance gives a higher degree of availability by using redundant objects, or by using multiple objects that perform the exact same functions and have the same internal state. This kind of fault-tolerance is called replication.

2.2 CORBA

2.2.1 History

CORBA is a specification for middleware, defined by the Object Management Group (OMG) founded in May 1989. This is a standardisation group which consists of over more than 700 members. Those members include the biggest IT-vendors in the world, i.e. SUN, Oracle, Unisys and IBM. The goal of the OMG was to come to a specification how a middleware platform should behave and what services it should provide.

In the first specification of CORBA, the protocol on how Object Request Brokers (ORB's) should communicate with each other was not specified. This led to problems when ORB's from different vendors had to communicate / exchange data. This and several reasons made a new version of the CORBA specification necessary. The new specification led to CORBA 2.0, with a mandatory requirement for IIOP, which stands for Internet Inter-ORB Protocol. This specification describes the protocol that ORB's should use for their communication, so that ORB's from different vendors can be used. This feature is of great importance when CORBA should be used on different run-time environments, where ORB implementations from different vendors are used.

CORBA therefore is not a product, only a specification with a well defined interface. Because the specification is free, numerous different implementations of this specification exist. Implementations can be found from IT-vendors with commercial products but also freeware versions. Of course the functionality of these products differ a lot. Differences can be found in programming language support, the number of services that are provided and the number of hardware-platforms the product supports.

2.2.2 Generic CORBA concepts

Before diving into the architecture of CORBA, some generic concepts used throughout the whole architecture need to be described. A little knowledge of these concepts is essential for a good understanding of the functionality of the components in the architecture.

Interface Definition Language (IDL)

Interfaces in CORBA are described in the Interface Definition Language (IDL) which is specified by the OMG. IDL is a descriptive language, in which the interfaces a server-object exposes are defined. When clients and server-objects interact, the interfaces and their methods are identified by the name they get in IDL. When the interfaces are defined, the IDL compiler (provided with the development environment for a specific CORBA implementation) must be used to generate the marshalling and unmarshalling code for the client and server-object.
**Common Data Representation (CDR)**

The Common Data Representation (CDR), is OMG's specification for transporting requests and their parameters in CORBA. The specification consist of a description how certain primitive data-types, and complex structures based on these data-types must be copied into a flat memory-buffer, which is the actual marshalling process.

### 2.2.3 Architecture

The following picture shows the decomposition of the CORBA-ORB architecture [OMG-97][ORBALI-97B].

As already mentioned, CORBA is a specification, whereby the implementation is free to the vendor of a specific product. This means that a component of the middleware platform can only be described by the functionality it should provide, without any information about its specific internals.

The following sections, therefore give a description about the components of which the CORBA-ORB exists and the functionality they provide.

**Object Request Broker Core (ORB-Core)**

The ORB-Core is the core-component for the communication between clients and server-objects. It shields the client and server-object form the transport-protocol that is used for their message-exchange.

Where the interfaces between the components of which the ORB exists are specified, and IIOP specifies the protocol between ORB's, the following underlying communication mechanisms can be used:
- RPC (Remote Procedure Calls), for invoking methods on remote objects (client is blocking).
- Send/Receive messages, for non-blocking calls where a response from the server is expected.
- Datagram messages, for send-only messages.

**ORB Interface**

The ORB Interface is the interface that directly communicates with the ORB core. This component is the same for all ORB's and does not depend on any other component in the architecture. Because most of the functionality is provided through the other components of the architecture, there are only a few operations that are common across all objects. These operations are available to clients and server-objects. Common operations the ORB Interface provides are, converting object references to strings and vice versa, and creating argument lists for requests made through the dynamic invocation interface (DII) described below.
**Stub and Skeleton**

Clients and server-objects define an interface specification in IDL (Interface Definition Language). This interface-definition is compiled to a stub on the client-side and a skeleton on the server-side. The stub and skeleton are the connection of the client and the server-object to the ORB-core. The stub is located with the client, and creates and issues request invocations on its behalf. The server-object's skeleton provides a mechanism to deliver the request invocations.

When a client invokes a request on a server-object, the client's stub will be invoked. The stub marshals the request and its parameters from the format used in the client's environment to a representation suitable for transportation on the network. The transport format of requests is specified in the CDR (Common Data Representation).

Once the invocation request arrives at the designated server-object, the ORB-Core and skeleton co-operate to unmarshal the request from its CDR-format, to a programming language form and dispatches this to the right server-object. After the request is completed by the server-object, the skeleton and ORB marshal the response and send it back to the requesting client, where it arrives at the stub.

**Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII) and Dynamic Skeleton Interface (DSI)**

The DII allows a client to access an underlying request mechanism provided by an ORB to dynamically query for the interfaces and methods a server-object supports. Applications use the DII to dynamically issue requests to server-objects without requiring IDL interface-specific stubs to be linked in the process or compile time knowledge of the IDL specification.

Unlike IDL stubs (which only allow RPC-style two-way and one-way requests), the DII also allows clients to make non-blocking deferred asynchronous calls, which separate send and receive operations.

The DSI is the server-side's analogue to the client-side's DII. The DSI allows an ORB to deliver requests to an server-object or ORB-bridge that has no compile-time knowledge of the type of server-object it is implementing. The client making the request need not be aware that the server-object is using the type-specific IDL skeletons or the dynamic skeletons.

**Object Adapter**

The Object Adapter serves as the glue between the CORBA server-objects and the ORB-core. In other words, it is an interposed server-object that uses delegation to allow a client to invoke requests on an object even though the client doesn't know the server-object's true interface.

The Object Adapter assists the ORB-core with delivering requests to the server-object and activating the server-object. Essentially, the Object Adapter associates server-objects with the ORB-core. Hence, it defines most of the services from the ORB-core that the server-object can depend on. Object Adapters are involved in the following services:

- registration of server-objects
- generation and interpretation of server-object references
- method invocation
- security of interactions
- server-object activation and deactivation
- mapping object references to server-objects

In CORBA 2.0 a standard Object Adapter was specified, that can be used for almost every server-object, this is the so-called Basic Object Adapter (BOA). But Object Adapters can be specialised to provide support for certain server-object styles (such as Object Database Adapters for persistence, library Object Adapters for non-remote objects, and real-time Object Adapters for applications that require QoS guarantees).

**Interface Repository**
The Interface Repository is the place where descriptions of the interfaces, extracted from the corresponding IDL’s, from the various server-objects are stored. In case of a DII, information from the Interface Repository is used to negotiate and select the appropriate interface for the client to communicate with the server-object.

Implementation Repository

The Implementation Repository is the storage place where server-objects are being registered. By registering a server-object, the Object Adapter knows which server-objects it can handle, and where a binary image is physically stored. The Implementation Repository also keeps the start-up parameters that can or must be used for launching a server-object, and the activation and access policies for the server-objects.

Object Implementation

The Object Implementation, referred in this thesis to as the server-object, is the actual implementation of the functionality that the interface exposes. The CORBA standard defines several mappings from the IDL to a specific programming language. Server-objects can be configured to be started on a client’s requests or as a persistent server. Server-objects are commonly provided as separate executables and typically run as a single process. As already mentioned, server-objects can be written in a variety of languages, currently mappings are available for C, C++, Java, Smalltalk, and Ada.

Client

The client is the part that requests the ORB and some of its services to locate a server-object. In the case that a server-object is not active it eventually must be launched and started. After a binding has been established, the client can invoke requests on the server-object without knowing the location of it. The client has also no knowledge of the underlying network and network-protocols that are used to transport its request to the server-object.

2.2.4 Services

The services presented in this section are, the so called CORBA-services. This a set of fifteen services that are published standards of the OMG [OMG-97]. These services can be seen as enhancements to complete and augment the functionality of the ORB.

- The life cycle service defines operations for creating, copying, moving and deleting server-objects on the software provided by the ORB.
- The persistence service provides a single interface for storing server-objects persistently on a variety of storage server-systems. These include object databases, relational databases and simple flat files.
- The naming service allows clients connected to the ORB to locate server-objects by name; it also supports federated naming contexts. The service also allows objects to be bound to existing directory-services. These include ISO’s X.500, OSF’s DCE Cell Directory Service, SUN’s NIS+, Novell’s NDS and the Internet’s LDAP.
- The event service allows clients and server-objects connected to the ORB, to dynamically register and unregister their interest in specific events. The service defines a well-known server-object called the event channel that collects and distributes events among objects that are loosely coupled.
- The concurrency control service provides a lock manager that can obtain locks on behalf of either transactions or threads.
- The transaction service provides a two-phase commit co-ordination among recoverable server-objects using either flat or nested transactions.
- The relationship service provides a way to create dynamic associations (or links) between server-objects. It also provides mechanisms for traversing the links that group these server-objects. The service can also be used to enforce referential integrity constraints, track containment relationships and for any type of linkage among server-objects.
- The externalisation service provides a standard way for getting data into and out of a server-object using a stream-like mechanism.
The query service provides query operations for clients and server-objects. It's a superset of the standard relational-database query language SQL (Structured Query Language). It is based on the upcoming SQL3 specification and OQL (Object Query Language) specified by the Object Database Management Group's (ODMG).

The licensing service provides operations for metering the use of server-objects to ensure fair compensation for their use. The service supports any model of usage control at any point in a server-object's life-cycle. It supports charging per session, per node, per instance, per instance creation and per site.

The properties service provides operations that let you associate named values (or properties) with any server-object. Using this service, you can dynamically associate properties with a server-object's state, for example a title or a date.

The time service provides interfaces for synchronising time in a distributed client and server-object environment.

The security service provides a complete framework for distributed server-object security. It supports authentication, access control lists, confidentiality and non-repudiation. It also manages the delegation of credentials between server-objects.

The trader service provides a sort of "yellow pages" for server-objects. It allows server-objects to publish their services and bid for jobs.

The collection service provides CORBA interfaces to generically create and manipulate the most common collections.

The services mentioned above provide a robust environment for server-objects in a distributed system, and enables a comfortable way to provide its services.

2.2.5 Future enhancements

CORBA 3.0 is expected to be the next major upgrade of this middleware specification. Next to refinements of the existing technologies and services, new features and services will be added.

One of these new features is messaging. The now existing communication way is the synchronous request-reply mechanism. Using this mechanism a request must be replied by the server-object to let the client continue with its work. With messaging a client does not have to wait for the return of its request, it just sends out his request and checks for a reply later. An asynchronous way of communication between the client and server can be used.

Another feature is interface versioning. With interface versioning it becomes possible to use multiple interfaces on one component, where the new interface may have new implementation code, or additions to older interfaces. By default the newest interface will be used, but an older interface or an interface with different implementation code may also be requested.

To copy objects with the maintenance of their state, CORBA 3.0 will support pass-by-value for objects. This means that the state of an object and all of his ancestors is copied into a flattened data-buffer, The state of the object is then copied as part of the remote invocation, The object and its state are transported in normal IIOP encoding.

These new features and services are only a tip of the iceberg of additions planned for CORBA 3.0. To find out more about new additions to the CORBA specification, a visit to the OMG website is a good place to start. The new additions described here are only meant to show the ongoing evaluation, refinement and enhancement of CORBA.

2.3 DCOM

2.3.1 History

DCOM is a middleware architecture defined and implemented by Microsoft. Microsoft is not a member of the OMG, but is one of the major contributors of the Open Software Foundation (OSF). Microsoft decided to create its own middleware architecture, based on the desktop and backoffice operating systems it developed over the last years, It started
with Microsoft's Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) technology which was introduced in 1990 to provide a cut-and-paste capability for Windows. In 1993 it was subseqently extended to OLE2, which should provide a more general form of communication between Windows applications. With OLE2 it is possible to embed one document type inside another (like in this report PowerPoint slides in a Word document). Furthermore OLE2 also provided drag-and-drop capabilities, to allow document components to be picked up from one window and positioned into another. Next to these, OLE automation provided a way to use OLE2-aware applications from scripts, or to co-ordinate applications to perform complex tasks.

With OLE2 a simple single-machine communication model was provided, that was given a separate name: COM, which was said to stand for Component Object Model. Components in C++, Visual Basic and other languages that drove applications by OLE automation came to be called OLE Controls (OCX's), and COM was promoted to be a general purpose infrastructure to create component-based applications.

Microsoft has now provided a set of libraries with the same interface as COM, that enable communication between components on networked computers in the same way as on a single machine. This is called Distributed COM (DCOM), and is incorporated in Windows NT 4.0 and is also available for Windows 95. Third party vendors like DEC, Software AG and Bristol Technologies are working to port DCOM to other platforms, like UNIX and VMS.

2.3.2 Generic DCOM concepts

Before diving into the architecture of DCOM, some generic concepts used throughout the whole architecture need to be described. A little knowledge of these concepts is essential for a good understanding of the functionality of the components in the architecture.

**Globally Unique Identifiers**

GUID's or Globally Unique Identifiers play an important role in (D)COM, as they are identifiers for every part in the whole platform and the applications build on it. GUID's are basically 128 bits numbers, that are really unique. These numbers can be created by a special utility that creates a composite number of the MAC-address (which is a unique 48 bits number) of the machine's NIC, the date and timer and an additional high resolution timer. According to Microsoft, this should guarantee that no duplicate GUID's will be created until somewhere after 5770 AD.

All the interfaces of COM and DCOM servers are identified though these numbers, where they are called IID's (Interface Identifiers) When an object exposes more than one interface, the object is identified through a CLSID (Class Identifier). As a server or application can have multiple objects that expose their interface in a COM-manner, an APPID (Application Identifier) can be used to group multiple CLSID's for the objects that reside in one application. GUID's are not pleasant things to work with, so gladly after the declaration in the interface definition, human readable names can be used through the rest of the application development process.

**Microsoft Interface Definition Language (MIDL)**

Interfaces in DCOM are described in the Microsoft Interface Definition Language (MIDL). MIDL is a descriptive language, in which the interfaces a server-object exposes are defined. As already mentioned, the interfaces are identified by a GUID. When the interfaces are defined, the MIDL compiler (provided with the development tools that support DCOM) must be used to generate the proxy for a client and the stub for a server-object.

**Network Data Representation (NDR)**

The Network Data Representation (NDR), is Microsoft's specification for transporting requests and their parameters in DCOM. The specification consist of a description how certain primitive data-types, and complex structures based on these data-types must be copied into a flat memory-buffer, which is the actual marshalling process. The
specification is closely related to the specification used in DCE-RPC, but some additions have been made by Microsoft for the transport of data necessary for DCOM.

**Ping**

The technique of pinging is a very common way to provide a keep-alive mechanism. Pinging means that a client sends a message to the server in what it says: "Hey, I'm still alive and like to use your services in the near future". In DCOM the time-frame in which a client should ping its server is default 2 minutes. If a server doesn't get pings from its clients for 3 pinging periods, it may unload itself although there may be still open connections.

When a client has a large number of references to server-objects, Delta-Pinging can be used. Using Delta-Pinging, the client defines a set (a so called ping-set) of object-references. Then the client informs the server, what server-object references are contained in the ping-set, and gives the ID of this ping-set. For the rest of the life-cycle of the clients, only one message is sent that contains the ID of the ping-set. When clients are no longer interested in a certain server-object reference or creates a new server-object reference, it can alter the ping-set. The additions or subtractions to the ping-set are sent to the server on the next ping-message.

### 2.3.3 Architecture

Figure 3 gives an overview of the DCOM architecture, which is based on [BROWN-98][HORST-97] with some adaptations to the architecture based on various literature[GRIMES-97][EDDON-98].

Figure 3: DCOM architecture

In the following sections the DCOM components and their functionality is described.

**DCE Remote Procedure Call**

The core of DCOM is based on the DCE Remote Procedure Call specified by the OSF. DCE stands for Distributed Computing Environment specified by the Open Software Foundation [BROCKSCHMIDT-95], which provides a complete runtime and development environment for distributed applications. From this specification, Microsoft has integrated the Remote Procedure Call part into their DCOM specification. The RPC mechanism provides cross machine- or process-boundary procedure calls, that are transparent to the programmer.

**Object RPC**

Object RPC is a small layer above standard RPC, to provide cross process method-invocation between objects. ORPC is a wrapper around DCE RPC that adds additional
mechanisms for DCOM specific functions. These are required to make calls on remote objects, and include functions for object-reference representation, maintenance and transport. Furthermore, it defines the way error messages are returned and what kind of standard DCE RPC functions may or may not be used.

**Object Implementation**

The object implementation, in this context referred to as a server component or server object, is the provider of a piece of functionality a client can use. In DCOM several types of server components exist:

- The first type, is the in-process server. This server is provided as an DLL (Dynamic Link Library) and is loaded in the client's process space when the client requests a binding to the server.
- The second type, is the out-of-process server. This server can be provided as a DLL or an executable.
  - An executable server is loaded as a separate process, just like any other ordinary application.
  - A DLL is meant to be loaded in the process space of the process that binds to the DLL. In this case this process is not available and another solution must be found. The solution is called a surrogate. Windows NT4.0 SP2 and DCOM for Windows 95 provide a default surrogate process, as well as a protocol for writing custom surrogates. The default surrogate is an executable server skeleton that is especially designed to load any DCOM DLL-server in its process space. The COM-libraries themselves provide the functionality of starting a surrogate, loading the required DLL and the reverse of this process when the DLL-server is no longer required.
- The third type, is the NT-service server. This server is provided as an executable and is controlled by the Windows NT system. The start-up and stopping behaviour of this type of server must configured through the Service Control Manager applet (in this context the SCM that controls the starting and stopping of Windows NT Services). This type of server requires additional programming over a standard server to conform to the Windows NT Service model. An advantage of this type is, that it can be configured to be started at the start-up of the computer-system. A disadvantage is, that it can't be started through a client's request.

**Windows NT/95 Registry**

The registry is a core part of the Microsoft 32 bit operating systems NT 4.0 and W'95. The registry is a database that holds the configuration information for a specific computer-system. The configuration data in the registry ranges from hardware configurations and application configurations to user specific preferences. The registry is also used as the place to store the configuration of (D)COM objects.

Each CLSID has an entry in the registry that holds the location of the server and the type of the server (see the previous section). These CLSID entries reside on both the client and server computer-systems. On the server computer, the SCM knows the exact location of the server, so it can be loaded into memory. On the client computer, the location of the server can be local or the name of a remote computer.

Besides the location of an object, a separate registry-key has an IID entry for objects that are used in the computer-system. This entry holds the location of the proxy- and stub-code that must be used for the marshalling and unmarshalling process.

Figure 4 gives an example of a registry entry of a DCOM server-object. It gives the link between an APPID and the name of the executable to start.
The following pictures give some more entries of the above mentioned executable. Figure 5 shows the entry for the proxy/stub-dll, which provides the marshalling and unmarshalling, and entries for the two classes that it exposes as server-objects.

Figure 5: Proxy/stub registry entry

Figure 6 shows the entry for the CLSID and the connection to the right APPID.

Service Control Manager

The Service Control Manager (SCM also known as Scum) is the component that is responsible for locating, launching server-objects. The SCM is located on every DCOM enabled machine where clients and/or servers reside. The SCM is a RPC -server itself, and provides an important extension of DCOM over DCE RPC, in the way that it enables remote activation of server components. In DCE RPC a server component must be started prior to any binding or invocation attempts of a client. To enable this remote activation of DCOM-servers, the SCM exposes one interface, the IRemoteActivation-interface which has one method, the RemoteActivation method.

When a client does an attempt to bind to a server, there are several schemes possible to find the server, optionally start it and create the requested connection. As already seen in the previous section, several server types exist, but the client has also multiple possibilities when doing a request for a bind. In a client's call for a bind to an server, it can specify the type of server its wants:
• explicitly local
• explicitly remote
• no preference, either local or remote will do
In the latter two cases, the name of a remote computer-system can be applied on which the server should reside.
Depending on the information in the registry on the computer-system of the client, the parameters in the client's binding call and the type of server and its configuration, the SCM performs the following actions:

- searching through the registry for the location of the server-object with the CLSID given at the binding call
- sending the binding call to the SCM on another computer-system, with the computer-name given in the binding call or the configuration in the registry
- launching the server-object in one of the following ways:
  - loading and starting the server-object in the client's process space (in-process server)
  - loading and starting the server-object in its own process space (out-of-process server)
  - creating a surrogate and loading the requested server-object in the surrogate's process space (out-process DLL server)

A binding call from a client also leads to the creation of proxy-object on the client and a stub on the server (more on proxies and stubs will follow in the upcoming sections). When the binding request can be completed successfully, the SCM sets up an RPC connection between the proxy and the stub. The final task for the SCM is to return a marshalled interface pointer of the server-objects class-factory to the client's proxy. Furthermore, the SCM returns an interface pointer identifier (IPID), that identifies an interface belonging to a specific instance of an object in a process. The last return value is the object exporter identifier (OXID), which contains the binding information to connect to the interface specified by the IPID. The client now has a valid connection (i.e. an interface pointer) and can create the object it wanted and invoke requests on it.

**Object Resolver**

The Object Resolver is another RPC service, that closely interacts with the SCM and is located in the same NT-service, named RPCSS.EXE. Like the SCM, the Object Resolver runs on both client and server computers.

As the Object Resolver is involved in creating and manipulating so called OXID's, a brief explanation on them is mandatory.

**OXID's**

As described in the section on the SCM, an IPID is returned to a client. This IPID identifies the specific object and interface, to which a particular call should be directed. The IPID alone does not provide the necessary binding information to actually carry out a method-call. Information about server-addresses and underlying network protocols are also necessary. This binding information is stored in strings, the so-called string bindings. An Object eXporter IDentifier ( otherwise known as OXID's), is a variable that represents this binding information.

The Object Resolver performs the following services:

- providing the keep-alive mechanism that DCOM uses to keep its servers alive
- providing the resolving from OXID's to string-bindings

**Client-side**

Functions of the Object Resolver on the client-side:

- resolving of OXID's to string-bindings needed by the RPC-mechanism
- storing string bindings for local clients that connect to remote objects
- forwarding of unknown OXID's to appropriate server-machine
- pinging of server-objects
- delta-pinging for large number of references

**Server-side**

Functions of the Object Resolver on the server-side:

- resolving of OXID's to string-bindings needed by the RPC-mechanism
- storing string bindings for local servers
- resolving of OXID's unknown to clients
- forwarding of unknown OXID's to appropriate server-machine (middleman-function)
- rundown of servers or stubs in case of missing pings
resolving of delta-ping protocol

Proxy and Stub

Shortly said, the proxy and the stub are used to marshal and unmarshal requests and parameters on behalf of the client and server-object.

A proxy is created by the COM-libraries when a client does a bind to a server. For the client, the proxy is indistinguishable from the real server-object, because they behave equally. The function of the proxy is to provide the interface to the client and to remote the client's calls on the interface to the stub of the real server-object. When the client invokes a method on the server, this invocation is actually done on the proxy-object. The proxy-object marshals the call and the parameters and sends them to the stub on the other side of the communication channel. When the reply returns, the proxy unmarshals the result data and hands this over to the requesting client.

The stub for a server-object is build, when a client binds to that object. The stub has the actual references to the server-object, and is responsible for actually invoking the requests on the server-object on the clients behalf. The stub unmarshals the call and parameters coming from the client (marshalled by its proxy), and does the actual invocation.

They proxy and the stub communicate with the ORPC layer that encapsulates the underlying cross-process or cross-platform transport.

• The Proxy takes all the arguments from the client, converts them into the Network Data Representation (NDR) format, and generates the appropriate calls to the ORPC-layer.
• The Stub is located on side of the server, and maintains the real interface pointers to the object. When it receives the call, it unmarshals the call and the arguments, pushes the arguments on the stack and makes the call to the object. When the calls returns, the results are marshalled by the stub and sent back to the proxy, that unmarshals it and returns it to its client. For the client, this process is invisible.

Client

The client is the part that requests the DCOM-infrastructure and some of its services to locate a server-object. Depending on the server-type a client requests, and the configuration stored in the registry, a server-object is started by the local or a remote SCM. A proxy object is also created, that serves as the local representation of the server-object. After a bind has been successfully completed, the client can invoke requests on the server-object without knowing the location of it and the effort that must be done to enable that.

By now the language support for writing clients is increasing, and even script-based languages can used to invoke requests on certain server-objects that enable this feature.

I(REM)Unknown

The IUnknown is an interface that every server-object must support. This interface is the entry-point for the pointer-tables that reference to the methods on the server-object. By binding to a server-object, a client gets a reference to this interface, which enables him to request a reference to the interface a client actually wants. With the introduction of DCOM, the IREMUnknown interface was introduced. This interface is requested in case of a remote reference by a client, and actually forwards all invocations on this interface to the IUnknown provided by the server-object. This mechanism enables the programming of just one interface, that doesn't need to know if the reference on the interface is local or remote.

2.3.4 Services

Microsoft has not a fixed set of defined services like CORBA has. This doesn't mean that there are no services, but they are provided as additional products that expose their functionality through a (D)COM interface. This creates a complete range of products that are plugged into the DCOM architecture and use it as its communication infrastructure.
The Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS) is completely built on DCOM and provides an addition to the DCOM architecture. It functions as a framework where simple server-objects can be used to create scale-able applications. Furthermore it provides a transaction monitoring and processing engine to safely use database transactions over multiple distributed databases.

The Message Queue Server (MQS) provides message oriented communication between clients and servers, which enables asynchronous communication.

Every product that Microsoft has developed the last few years, uses (D)COM as its communication infrastructure. This way, new services are added to DCOM as new server-side solutions and products are released.

### 2.3.5 Future enhancements

The future enhancements of DCOM are not very clear or outlined in a roadmap. The enhancements that will be made to DCOM will come one-by-one, and not as a release of a whole new specification.

With Windows NT5.0, active directories will become available. These active directories will provide a central repository for a group or domain of computers, in which much of the information that is stored in the registry now, will be stored. This also includes the configuration and registration of DCOM servers. This means that a client only has to ask the active directory for the location of a DCOM server.

Microsoft Clustering Server, is a way for server-farms, to provide services like load-balancing, fault-tolerance, replication or migration of server-objects. Although the use of these services will require Clustering Server-aware DCOM-servers, the mechanisms used to provide these functions will be based on DCOM.

### 2.4 A generic middleware architecture

To create a methodology for the performance evaluation of middleware, a generic architecture for middleware is created. This generic architecture is based on the decomposition of the two middleware products in the previous sections. The components of this generic architecture are drawn in Figure 7 and the functionality they must provide is described in the subsequent sections.

![Figure 7: Generic middleware architecture](image)
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2.4.1 Generic middleware component description

This section gives a brief description of the functionality of the components that are identified to make up the generic middleware architecture.

**Distributed Communication CORE (DCORE)**

The Distributed Communication CORE is the component in the architecture that handles the actual transport of the invocation-requests from the client on the server-object. Furthermore, it shields the client and the server from the conversions of their message-exchange based communication to the actual packets that are transmitted by the used network-protocol.

**DCORE helper**

The DCORE helper is a component in the architecture that functions as an interface-layer between the communication core and the components that use this communication core. On the client-side it helps in addressing the correct server-object, while on the server-side it helps in decoding the incoming requests and delivering them at the correct server-object.

**Client helper**

The client helper is a component that helps the client while starting up and finding the services it needs. The information for configuring the client can be retrieved from the supporting database. This database holds all environmental information, so that the client can be started without needing any additional input. Hence, it helps in locating the requested server-object and issuing requests for binding to the that server-object.

**Server-Object helper**

The server-object helper is a component that helps the DC-CORE to communicate with the requested object. In the first place, it helps in locating and launching the server-object with information stored in the supporting database.

**Properties & Configuration database**

The properties and configuration database can provide storage for diverse parameters related with the client and server-object. Potential parameters can be:
- name of computer-system with a specific server-object
- launching and invocation authorisation
- environmental settings
- location of server-object on storage-device

**Stub & Proxy**

The stub and proxy provide the marshalling and unmarshalling of requests and their parameters. The proxy pretends to be the real object in perspective to the client, while the stub forwards the method-invocations, done by the client's proxy, to the real server-object.

**Client**

This is the actual requester of a service provided by one of the server-objects. It uses the proxy to invoke requests on a remote server-object through the DC-CORE. The client-helper is used to configure its environment and to locate the wanted server-object.

**Server-Object**

The server-object is the actual provider of services on the DC-CORE. It is launched on a client's request, or manually. The sever-helper, provides the necessary environmental settings for the server-object, while the stub invokes the actual requests on the behalf of the clients.
2.5 Conclusions

As a prerequisite for a performance evaluation of middleware products, knowledge of their internal architecture is needed to fully understand a performance evaluation and to interpret the results that are acquired during the measurements. To acquire this knowledge, the middleware products that are evaluated in this thesis (DCOM and CORBA), are examined and evaluated on their internal architecture. This knowledge about the internal architectures is used to create a generic middleware architecture. This generic architecture provides the foundation for the methodology of performance evaluating middleware presented in this thesis.
Performance evaluation and benchmarking of computer-systems, specific computer-parts and software running on these computer-systems are widely discussed topics. Many discussions deal with the method from which the performance numbers are obtained and what these numbers say about the system(part) that has been evaluated. In many cases 'magic' performance numbers arise without anybody knowing about the environmental details of the evaluation.

The importance of benchmarking middleware, is illustrated by the fact that at the moment of writing this thesis, the OMG has requested for proposals for ORB benchmarking. In the area of benchmarking distributed systems on high performance networks like ATM, the research of Gokhale and Schmidt [GOKHALE-97A][GOKHALE-97B] should be mentioned.

Before any performance evaluation can be executed, the primary targets should be clear and a suitable method must be chosen. Choosing a suitable evaluation method is not trivial, which will be made clear in the following sections. There are many techniques and combinations of methods for performance evaluation, suitable for different environments and situations.

This chapter also provides a nomenclature used throughout the rest of this thesis for describing client- and server-objects, the way these objects are organised and the computer-systems they run on. It provides a taxonomy for the different communication forms that are used when computational objects interact. Furthermore, it gives the measurement viewpoint used throughout the experiment descriptions and an identification of the possible bottlenecks.

One of the objectives of this chapter, is to give an overview on the basic performance evaluation techniques and their application fields. Another objective, and a very important one, is to develop a suitable technique that can be used in the performance evaluation of middleware. The chapter concludes with a section about the specific points a middleware performance evaluation should address and factors that may influence measurement data.

3.1 Introduction to performance evaluation techniques

In the quest to find a suitable performance evaluation technique, several basic techniques can be found. These techniques all have their own properties and are therefore used in specific application fields.

Performance evaluation is used in many application fields where a good knowledge is needed of a computer-system or specific part of it. In this context, not only hardware is considered, but also operating systems, specific applications or, like in this thesis, middleware. Typical application fields for performance evaluation are hardware and software design, selection, upgrade, tuning and analysis.

Performance evaluation techniques are used in many application fields and disciplines, therefore several techniques are being developed [KANT-92][WAL-90]. Despite the large number of available techniques, the following basic techniques can be identified:
Measurement: Measurement is the most fundamental technique and its performance numbers are frequently used for other performance evaluation techniques. The performance numbers can e.g. expressed in the amount of latency induced by a certain component or like the amount of processing power needed for a computation. The acquired results can be used for the calibration of simulation and analytical models. Because measurements produce large amounts of raw data, the results must be statistically analysed to compute the outcome of the measurements.

Simulation: This technique involves the creation of a model of the system being evaluated. Such a model is based on an architectural evaluation of the system, that can become parameters based on the outcome of previous measurements. A certain amount of input is applied to the simulated system to create a workload. Running a simulation produces, like measurements, large amounts of raw data that must be statistically analysed to acquire the desired results.

Analysis: When an analytic modelling technique is used, a mathematical model of the system is constructed. Analytic models are only applicable when the system that has to be analysed is modelled in great detail. Because of the increasing complexity when the number of details increases, small systems or simplified systems are preferred.

Hybrid techniques: In many cases a combination of the mentioned techniques is preferable over just using one technique. Different parts of the system can be evaluated with the most appropriate technique.

Irrespective of the technique used for the performance evaluation, certain inputs must be applied to the system or its model. These inputs must be handled by the system, and are commonly referred to as workload. Creating a workload specification is not trivial, as multiple difficulties arise about the nature of the workload. Possible points to consider are:

- when to perform a measurement
- how long to perform a measurement
- number of inputs / time-unit
- distribution of the inputs / time-unit or the measurement time
- composition of the different inputs

The composite of the points mentioned above, is called a workload characterisation. A workload characterisation builds only a model of the real workload, since not every aspect of the real workload may be equally important. The level of abstraction depends heavily on the used performance evaluation model. An analytical model usually requires a rather abstract workload (in terms of statistical properties) whereas a simulation can process a very detailed workload (like a trace of actual events).

Two different kinds of workload models can be identified, these are the executable and the non-executable model. An executable model, can be an actual trace, that is used as a direct input to do a simulation. Another example, is a program that generates inputs based on configurable parameters. A non-executable model, is a characterisation of the workload model, that can be used for analytic modelling.

With respect to performance evaluation, the following conclusions apply:

- middleware is through its distributed character, a very complex system. It consists of many components that can run on many computer-systems. Through the complexity, the analysis technique with its demand for modelling in great detail is not feasible.
- commercial middleware products must be used 'as is' (black-box principle), which means that reverse engineering is illegal. This makes a very detailed evaluation of its internal construction impossible. As a very detailed knowledge of the internal architecture is needed for a simulation-model, this technique is not suitable.
- as measurements can provide necessary modelling parameters for other performance evaluation techniques, and implementation details of middleware products are expected to influence the behaviour under heavy workloads, the measurement techniques is considered to be the most suitable technique to use for our purposes.

In the following sections we elaborate the measurement techniques for middleware.
3.2 Measurement techniques

When measuring a hardware or software system, interesting points are the state in which a system is, and the time that is spent in a certain state. To identify the current state of a system or a change in the state of a system, the following techniques can be used:

- **sampled monitoring**: On specified time-intervals, the state of the system (part) is checked and recorded.
- **trace monitoring**: On entry and exit points of important pieces of the system, events that change the state are recorded.

For measuring the time that is spent in a certain state, the above mentioned monitoring techniques can be applied using dedicated hardware, software, or a combination of both approaches:

- **hardware monitoring**: This technique employs additional monitoring hardware that is interfaced with the system under measurement in a non-intrusive way. The main advantage of this technique is that the measurement does not have to interfere with the normal functioning of the monitored system. The technique has the disadvantage that it is very expensive and that measurements on software is very difficult.
- **software monitoring**: This technique uses some measurement code either embedded in the existing software or as a separate set of routines. The main advantage is the generality and flexibility. The disadvantages are that it may seriously interfere with the normal functioning of the system and cannot be used for capturing fast occurring events. This technique is most appropriate for obtaining application and operating system-related information, such as the time spent in a certain routine.
- **hybrid monitoring**: This technique uses the advantages of both hardware and software monitoring. All relevant signals are collected under software control and sent to another computer-system for measurement and processing. The advantages are that it is flexible and that its domain of application overlaps those both of hardware and software monitoring. Disadvantages are that synchronisation problems can occur between the measured system and the measuring system.

Hardware and hybrid monitoring are not suitable for measuring a complex distributed system, because of the complexity of the systems and the low-level techniques that must be used. Therefore, the software technique seems the most feasible technique for measuring the performance of middleware.

Instead of instrumenting (adding additional code-lines for software measurement) an existing application, a special piece of software, called a benchmark, will be used. Benchmarks are special pieces of software that are designed for performance measurement of a particular feature of the system.

3.3 Benchmarking, a measurement technique

A benchmark is a piece of software, where the software itself produces a certain workload and measures the performance of the particular part or system to evaluate. To get comparative results, the application domain for a benchmark should be characterised by a set of "typical" applications. These applications must be available on all the hard- and software systems on which the benchmark must be applied. Two ways can be identified for creating such a set of applications:

- choose a number of small applications which are used frequently and let them generate a certain workload. This is the so called 'application benchmark'
- create an artificial program with parameters that can be configured in such a way that it mimics a real application. This is the so called 'synthesised benchmark'

Both of these benchmarks types have their advantages and disadvantages. These are given in the following points:

- **application benchmarks**
  - advantages
    - use of real applications
    - use of script-based user-input
    - many applications available
• disadvantages
  • only total application run times can be measured
  • no highlighting/pinpointing of specific parts

• synthesised benchmarks
  † advantages
    † exact highlighting/pinpointing of specific system-parts
    † very detailed measurements possible
    † programs can be created for all systems
    † free configurable parameters for workloads possible
  † disadvantages
    † misinterpretation of results through wrong measurement
    † possible influence of measurement while running
    † possibility of not correct ‘working’ programs through optimisations

As the purpose in this thesis is not only to evaluate the performance of middleware, but also to investigate its behaviour under a sustained stress of inputs to evaluate its scalability, the following requirements are made:
• the benchmark must be freely configurable to pinpoint performance bottlenecks
• the benchmark must be configurable to create a heavy and/or sustainable workload
• the benchmark has to be run on all middleware products evaluated
• the benchmark should create a workload that corresponds to real-world workloads

Considering the requirements mentioned above, and the advantages and disadvantages mentioned about application and synthesised benchmarks, the most suitable technique for our purpose, is the synthesised benchmark. In the next sections we will analyse how we can deal with the above mentioned identified disadvantages.

3.4 Benchmarking middleware

In the previous sections, performance evaluation techniques are discussed. The discussion concludes, that a synthesised benchmark is the most suitable technique to measure the performance of middleware platforms.

This means that a synthesised benchmark-suite must be developed, where the individual benchmarks are capable to address specific components of a middleware platform. The following points should be considered when developing the benchmark suite:
† measurement overhead should interfere as little as possible with the operation that must be measured
† create small benchmarks that address specific components or functionality's in the components of the middleware
† let the individual benchmarks be as lightweight as possible, to avoid influences from unnecessary system-load.
† create benchmarks that are easily portable, so they can be used on a wide range of middleware platforms
† let the individual benchmarks be freely configurable, so that the influences of different benchmark settings can evaluated
† provide realistic workloads during the benchmark-execution

3.4.1 Middleware request traversal

As already mentioned, the benchmark must be executed with the clients and server-objects on separate computer-systems. Furthermore, the response-time that must be measured, is the total response-time from a request-reply invocation from a client on a server-object. The following picture (Figure 8) gives an overview of the request-path that such a request must traverse and the components that it passes. This request-path is based on the generic middleware architecture developed in chapter 2, with the addition of the operating-system, hardware and network components.
Figure 8: Request-path in middleware

The total response time in such a request can be considered as:

$$T_{\text{res}} = \sum_{n=1}^{n=23} t_n$$

In which $t_n$ can be described as:

- $t_1$ = marshalling of request & parameters
- $t_2$ = preparation for distributed method call
- $t_3$ = Distributed method-call wrapper
- $t_4$ = Transfer of request through network stack
- $t_5$ = HW-level network transport of request
- $t_6$ = Physical network transport of request
- $t_7$ = HW-level network transport of request
- $t_8$ = Transfer of request through network stack
- $t_9$ = Distributed method-call un-wrapper
- $t_{10}$ = Dispatching to correct server-object
- $t_{11}$ = Unmarshalling of request & parameters
- $t_{12}$ = Processing of request, producing result
- $t_{13}$ = Marshalling result
- $t_{14}$ = Directing to correct proxy
- $t_{15}$ = Distributed method-call wrapper
- $t_{16}$ = Transfer of result through network stack
- $t_{17}$ = HW-level network transport of result
- $t_{18}$ = Physical network transport of result
- $t_{19}$ = HW-level network transport of result
- $t_{20}$ = Transfer of result through network stack
- $t_{21}$ = Distributed method-call un-wraper
- $t_{22}$ = Dispatching to correct proxy
- $t_{23}$ = Unmarshalling result

Although many contributions to the total response time can be found, for the most of them it is not possible to measure their individually. Roughly speaking, the response time will be the sum of the following components:

- (de)marshalling of the parameters ($t_1 + t_{13} + t_{23}$)
- latency in network stacks ($t_4 + t_8 + t_{16} + t_7$)
- network latency ($t_5 + t_6 + t_7 + t_{17} + t_{19}$)
- dispatching of the request to the correct server-object ($t_{10}$)
Identifying these components helps to create benchmark-descriptions that address these specific components in the architecture, or creating benchmark-descriptions that rule out certain components by making them a constant factor in the measurement.

3.4.2 Software architecture

In order to obtain useful results from the performance evaluation of the platforms, we have to analyse the internal structure of the software components. Moreover, we have to take into account how objects are executed on different nodes and using various threads of control. Obviously, context switches contribute to the performance of the system. In order to analyse the influence of these issues, we use the terminology of the Reference Model of Open Distributed Processing\(^1\) (RM-ODP) [RAYMOND-97].

---
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Figure 9: Taxonomy nodes, capsules and objects

In Figure 9, a distinction is made in nodes, capsules and objects. In this thesis the following description is used for them:
- a node is a computer system. It can be seen as the physical hardware and is also referred to as a host.
- a capsule is a configuration of engineering (or computational) objects forming a single unit for the purpose of encapsulation of processing and storage.
- an object is a model of an entity. An object is characterised by its behaviour and, dually, by its state. An object is distinct from any other object. An object is encapsulated, i.e. any change in its state can only occur as a result of an internal action or as a result of an interaction with its environment.

Due to this division in nodes, capsules and objects, the following different forms of communication between objects can be identified:
- intra-capsule interaction, is communication between objects belonging to the same capsule. This communication can be within one process or between different processes.
- inter-capsule interaction, is communication between objects belonging to different capsules. Capsules commonly reside in different processes, so inter-process communication will take place.
- inter-node interaction, is communication between objects residing on different nodes, and therefore automatically also in different capsules (capsules are bound to reside on one node).

---

\(^1\) Although RM-ODP defines the concept of "clusters", this concept has been left out of the nomenclature used in this thesis. The defined distinction in nodes, capsules and objects is necessary for the upcoming experiment descriptions, the concept of "clusters" is not applicable here.
Although the communication between objects and capsules on the same node uses the infrastructure and technology that the middleware platforms provide, distributed computing (commonly) uses multiple nodes connected by a network. So to test the overhead and the performance of the middleware platforms, the inter-node communication is therefore the best communication type to use for realistic results.

Although the taxonomy of RM-ODP offers a broad coverage of the software architecture which is used in the description of the experiments, the concept of multiple lightweight processes in a capsule is not covered. To overcome this, the following additions have been made to the previous taxonomy:

- Node
- Node with capsule
- Node with capsule, containing a single object in a single process
- Node with capsule, containing multiple objects with fixed number of lightweight processes
- Node with capsule, containing multiple objects with a lightweight process per object
- Node with capsule, containing multiple objects with variable number of lightweight processes

Figure 10: Extended taxonomy, with multiple lightweight processes

3.4.3 Benchmarking viewpoint

The experiment descriptions and benchmark specifications in the following sections, are based on a client's viewpoint. This means that the performance is evaluated from the viewpoint of the latency a client experiences. To enforce this viewpoint, a typical client-server set-up is chosen for the experiment descriptions. This means that there is one server-node on the network on which a capsule resides that exposes a certain service. The other nodes have clients that invoke requests on this service from the server-node. The performance is evaluated by measuring the response-time (or maybe waiting-time) a client experiences before the request returns.

Because this thesis describes a methodology for measuring the performance of the middleware, the data that is used in the requests is meaningless and there won’t be any processing on the server-side of the benchmark. This means that the server returns a request as soon as possible.

With these two assumptions, the experiments evaluate the latency a client experiences when using a service that is located on a remote node.

3.4.4 Controlling the external factors

Before describing the actual experiments in the following chapter, it is useful to identify external factors that may become possible bottlenecks. First the possible bottlenecks that can occur in general are described and furthermore the bottlenecks specifically for server-nodes.
Possible general bottlenecks:

- **maximum network-load.** The network that connects the computer-systems on which the benchmark is executed, can have different topologies and transport-speeds. Depending on the speed of the network, the topology and the placement of the computer-systems executing the benchmark, these factors can have a great influence on the measurements. As many networks are based on technologies in which multiple nodes can do network accesses simultaneously\(^2\), the problem can arise that the network becomes overloaded. This phenomenon should be monitored as the resulting measurement-data can be greatly affected.

- **overhead due to context-switching.** The capsules in the client-nodes and the objects in the server-node may use multiple lightweight processes. On the client-node this is done to increase the server-load, while on the server-node the multiple lightweight processes increase the responsiveness for serving the requests from the client-nodes. Although the responsiveness of a capsule increases when multiple lightweight processes are being used, too many of these lightweight processes can give an excessive amount of context switches. This means that the CPU of the node spends more processing time on setting up the correct environment for the lightweight process currently scheduled, than actually spending processing time on the lightweight process itself. Generally a break-even point can be found where a node spends more processing time on context switching than actual processing, beyond this point the performance of the nodes collapses dramatically.

- **number of concurrently running objects in a capsule.** A large number of simultaneously running objects in a capsule, can utilise large amounts of system memory. Besides the problems that can arise through threading issues, problems around the amount of memory in a node may arise. When the number of objects is too large for the memory of the node, time consuming OS-tasks like memory reallocation and disk-swapping can occur. The measured response times will be greatly influenced by these OS-tasks so extensive disk-swapping should be monitored.

For a server-node:

- **number of object instances.** When large numbers of object instances run in a capsule, the way how references to these running objects are stored in the middleware-layer can be a great influence on the performance. When an object is identified with a number, and the references the objects are kept in a list, for the object that is the last in that list, the access-time will be considerably longer as that of the first object in the list. Other storage strategies, like hashing or binary trees, for the references will give a constant access time.

- **the list of pending incoming requests.** When the number of incoming requests is larger than the number of simultaneously running objects, the request must be stored until it can be served. This storage of requests is generally done with a 'pending request list'. This list should be as short as possible, but due to too much incoming request from the client-nodes this list can grow rapidly. When this list grows until an unacceptable size (more than the number of simultaneously running objects), this indicates a lack of performance on the server-node or a shortage of simultaneously running lightweight processes.

In summary, the following attention points can be identified, that must be monitored during the execution of the experiments, in which they should not become the bottleneck, because that would influence the results of the measurements.

- the load on the network
- overhead due to excessive context-switching
- memory-load of the nodes

\(^2\) Widely spread are networks based on CSMA/CD technology (Carrier Sense, Multiple Access with Collision Detection), like Ethernet.
3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have identified the various available methods and techniques for performance evaluation of middleware implementations. We conclude that middleware can be evaluated using measurements by using software implemented monitoring techniques based on synthesised benchmarks. Furthermore, we identified various external factors that have to be controlled. Care have to be taken when designing a model for modelling the right system parts with the correct parameters and measurement data should be treated with a little suspicion about the absolute truth and objectivity of the results.

The software systems that are evaluated during this thesis must and will be seen as a black box. This approach is taken, because this thesis describes the development of a benchmarking methodology for standard "of-the-shelf" middleware products, and reverse-engineering these products is illegal.

This chapter also provided a taxonomy for the various interaction forms between distributed objects, which is used in the rest of this thesis. A description of the components a request must traverse during a remote invocation and an identification of possible bottlenecks.
4 Experiments and benchmarks

The previous two chapters provide a generic middleware infrastructure and a way for measuring the performance of commercially available middleware products. The presented measurement technique is the synthesised benchmark, but as already stated, a synthesised benchmark must address specific problem areas in the system that is evaluated.

As one of the objectives is to describe a methodology for performance evaluation and scale-ability measurements of middleware products. To accomplish this, this chapter identifies a set of experiments, that can be conducted for such a performance evaluation at specific problem areas.

An implementation of several benchmarks is given for CORBA and DCOM. These benchmarks are actually executed on the KPN Research office-network, of which the set-up and the results are given. This office-network provides the means to actually run large scale experiments with up to hundreds of computing systems. During the experiments we have limited the number of participating computing systems to fifty.

The objectives of this chapter are therefore a description of a set of experiments, an experiment set-up and a description of possible benchmarks to create a comprehensive benchmark-suite. A subset of these experiments are executed on two middleware products, to evaluate their performance and the usability of the methodology.

4.1 Experiment descriptions

To develop experiment descriptions that highlight specific components of the middleware, so that the measurements unveil there behaviour, the following strategy is used:

- identify a functionality of a component that can be identified and preferably an request which specifically puts high demands on this component in the middleware architecture
- create a specific request-type that invokes this operation
- create an invocation-scenario in which the behaviour of the specific component is tested on its performance behaviour.

Besides this strategy, the following constraints on the environment and configurations where taken in consideration, during the development of the experiment descriptions:

- every node will host one capsule
- a capsule may host one or more objects
- a capsule may use one or more lightweight processes
- an experiment can comprehend one or more client-nodes
- there will always be one server-node

While formulating the experiment descriptions based on the given strategy and constraints, a repeating pattern was identified. This pattern consists of a constant increase of client-nodes, server-object instances and client-object instances. Based on this pattern, it is possible to create three matrices, which are presented in the following sections. Each of these matrices, describes four possible experiments.
4.1.1 Experiment matrix 1

The first matrix (Figure 11) describes several experiments where one server-node and one client-node are used. On the client-node the experiments will scale from 1-to-n objects per capsules. Each of these objects will run on its own lightweight process. On the server-node there will be one capsule that contains 1-to-m objects. For improvement of the responsiveness, the objects will run on multiple lightweight processes (not necessarily a lightweight process per object).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>server-object instances per capsule</th>
<th>client object instances per capsule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Experiment matrix 1

Short explanations of the experiments of matrix 1:
A) This experiment has a 1-on-1 relation. The goal of this experiment is primarily intended to measure the middleware communication performance. This benchmark will conduct measurements that focus on middleware overhead and the marshalling of the data, which is performed by the proxy and stub of the generic architecture, described in chapter 2.

B) This experiment has a 1-on-m relation. The goal of this experiment is primarily intended to measure the middleware overhead in dispatching a client's request for a specific object instance within a large (m) number of object instances in the server capsule, which is performed by the DC-CORE helper on the server-side. The dispatching overhead can be measured by examining the response times for accessing the different objects on the server-node.

C) This experiment has an n-on-1 relation. The goal of this experiment is to find the maximum number of objects in one capsule that can 'simultaneously' run and reside on one client node. This maximum can be found by examining the memory load on the client-node, the load of the server-node and the network-traffic.

D) This experiment has an n-on-m relation. The goal of this experiment is to examine the behaviour of the middleware when a client with n objects (for example, the value for n can result from experiment C) invokes requests on an increasing number of server-object instances, using multiple lightweight processes.
4.1.2 Experiment matrix 2

The second matrix (Figure 12) describes several experiments where one server-node and 1-to-k client-nodes are being used. On the client-node the experiments will use one object per capsule. The objects will each run on their own lightweight process. On the server-node there will be one capsule that contains 1-to-m objects. For improvement of the responsiveness, the objects will run on multiple lightweight processes (not necessarily a lightweight process per object). These experiments are meant to evaluate the behaviour of the DC-CORE and the DC-CORE helper at the server-side, when a large number of client-nodes invoke requests on a server-node in which the number of objects and lightweight processes is increased.
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Figure 12: Experiment matrix 2
```

Short explanation of the experiments of matrix 2:

E) This experiment has a set-up that is comparable to that of experiment A, but must be executed on the same network infrastructure as the experiments with large numbers of client-nodes. The benchmark algorithm that will be used here, is optimised for scalability experiments and not for raw communication performance. This experiment won't provide extra valuable information on marshalling overhead, but the resulting data is used as a reference (like a zero-measurement) for the other experiments.

F) This experiment has a set-up that is comparable to that of experiment B but must be executed on the same network infrastructure as the experiments with large numbers of client-nodes. The benchmark algorithm that will be used here is also not specifically designed for measuring the dispatching of requests to large numbers of objects. Although the resulting data is used as a reference for other experiments.

G) This experiment has a k-on-1 relation. The goal of this experiment is to find the relation of the response time and the number of client-nodes that are invoking requests on a single server-node with one object-instance in its capsule.

H) This experiment has a k-on-m relation. The goal of this experiment is to find the relation of the response time and the number of client-nodes that can invoke requests on a single server capsule, and thereby finding the optimum number of object-instances and lightweight processes in the server-capsule to handle a high load of client requests.
4.1.3 Experiment matrix 3

The third matrix (Figure 13) describes several experiments where one server-node and 1-to-k client-nodes are being used. On the client-node the experiments will use 1-to-n objects per capsule. The objects will each run on their own lightweight process. On the server-node there will be one capsule that contains 1-to-m objects\(^3\). For improvement of the responsiveness, the objects will run on multiple lightweight processes (not necessarily a lightweight process per object).

These experiments are also meant to evaluate the behaviour of the DC-CORE and the DC-CORE helper at the server-side, but in these experiments the number of client objects on every node is increased. This extension to the experiments of matrix 2 is made to increase the load on the DC-CORE helpers and the DC-CORE, without increasing the number of client-nodes.

![server-object instances per capsule]

client-nodes (with one or more objects per capsule)

K) The experiment has a n-on-k-on-1 relation. The goal is to examine the behaviour of the middleware when an increasing number of client capsules, each with n objects (n can be the result of exp. C) invokes requests on a server capsule with a single object instance.

L) The experiment has a n-on-k-on-rm relation. The goal is to examine the behaviour of the middleware when an increasing number of client-capsules, each with n objects (n can be the result of exp. C) invoke requests on a server capsule. This server capsule has m object instances, where the goal is to find the optimum number of instances and lightweight processes to handle the requests.

\(^3\)When an experiment describes multiple objects in a server capsule, the reader should be aware that the object runs on multiple lightweight processes within the capsule. This requires the capsule to actually handle multiple request in parallel, instead of only allocating memory for the objects and handle the requests sequentially.
4.2 Detailed experiment descriptions

In the previous paragraph, a total number of ten experiments were identified. To obtain comparable measurement results, the following sections describe the experiments in more detail. It also addresses the application and use of the experiments, and the specific components of the middleware architecture they address.

4.2.1 Experiments of matrix 1

The experiment descriptions given in this section, are the experiments belonging to the first matrix, and comprehend experiment A, B, C and D.

When the experiments described here are implemented, it will lead to a couple of benchmarks that are specialised in the performance evaluation of a particular function of the middleware platform.

**Experiment A**

Experiment A can be considered as the experiment, in which the middleware overhead and the marshalling performance is evaluated. Because this is a communication benchmark, the information of the data is meaningless, and the processing overhead on the server-side should be as low as possible. This will actually mean that the data is only consumed by the server, and that the result data is predetermined or randomly generated.

To conduct this experiment, a benchmark must be developed that:
- invokes requests with parameters that have different data-types (from basic types to complex structures). The set of data-types, should be the cross-section of the IDL-types of the evaluated platforms.
- invokes requests with increasing parameter-sizes.
- uses parameter-sizes that result in equal amounts of network-data (this reduces the influence of the network-stack, the hardware and the network to a constant factor while the data-types can vary).

Although the two basic variables to test are mentioned in the description, some environmental changes can also be used. One could think of the following:
- in- or decreasing the processor speed, for influencing the TCP/IP stack and operating system latency.
- Using different NIC's (Network Interface Cards) and corresponding network-infrastructures for determining the influence of the network latency.

**Attention-points**

- maximum network-load: as the size of the parameter increases, the influence of the network latency and throughput is expected to become a large part of the total response-time.
  
  As an example, consider a parameter-list of 200Kbytes, and a 10Mbit network. Such a network can practically transport one Mbyte of data per second. For the transport of the 200Kbytes, it takes at least 200Ms for the network transport.

**Experiment B**

Experiment B can be considered as the experiment, in which the dispatching performance of the stub and the DC-CORE helper on the server-node is evaluated. With dispatching is meant, the addressing of the correct server-object within a capsule when a large number of server-objects are running.

Depending on the platforms that are evaluated, there are two approaches possible to access a particular server-object within a large collection:

1) named instances. This means that a server-object can be given a name, by which it can be identified. When this technique is supported, the server should create a large number of server-objects while giving them a well-known name. The objects can be named by their creation-number. The client can bind to a few of such named server-object, and hold a reference to it.
2) large arrays with server-object references. This means that server-objects can only be identified by the reference a client gets when it binds to the server-object. To create a large number of these objects and to invoke requests on a random server-object, a client needs to hold references to all the server-objects it may possibly address.

If possible, the more elegant strategy 1 should be used in favour to strategy 2. In every case, the strategy used for a comparison between multiple platforms should be the same.

To conduct this experiment, a benchmark must be developed that:
• creates a large number of server-objects in increasing quantities per test-run.
• invokes requests on evenly distributed server-objects, between the first and last one that are created.
• uses several invocation-schemes to test or detect possible caching algorithms when referencing the same server-object multiple times.
• uses a single lightweight process for the server-objects, to decrease context-switching overhead. A server-capsule that uses multiple lightweight processes for its server-objects, won't improve the responsiveness of the server.

Attention-points

• number of server-object instances: as the number of object-instances increases, the server needs more resources of the server-node. When the server-node is out of available resources, it causes excessive overhead of the operating system for freeing up resources. Accessing an object which is not referenced for a while can be temporarily swapped out of the main memory, which results in extreme response-times for this object.

**Experiment C**

Experiment C can be considered as the experiment, in which the maximum number of n concurrently running client-objects in one client-capsule is determined, as more than n client objects would severely decrease the response-time. This means that multiple lightweight processes must be created and that every lightweight process behaves as a complete client-process.

To conduct this experiment, a benchmark must be developed that:
• has a client that creates a configurable number of lightweight processes.
• behaves as an independent client-process in each lightweight process.
• lets every independent client-process invoke requests on a single server-object.

Problems that can arise during the execution of such a benchmark, like a maximum on the number of lightweight processes, can be introduced by the operating system.

Attention-points

• maximum network-load: as a large number of client objects invoke requests on the server, the number requests can become larger than the number of packets the network can transport. (every request-reply pair will use at least two network packets)
• context-switching overhead: due to the possibly large number of concurrently running client-objects, the overhead in switching from one lightweight process to the other can cause excessive overhead, in which the node has no time to serve an client-object but is just switching from one to the other.
• number of simultaneously running client-objects: as the number of client-objects grows, the resources on the node may run out, in which case the operating system starts freeing up resources which is undesirable during the measurements.

**Experiment D**

Experiment D can be considered as the experiment, in which the behaviour of the middleware is examined when a varying number of server-objects and/or lightweight processes used to serve the requests of a single client-capsule. This client-capsule is run with as many multiple lightweight processes as possible.
To conduct this experiment, a benchmark must be developed that:

- creates a configurable number of server-objects.
- creates a configurable number of lightweight processes, on which the server-objects server the incoming requests.
- creates a configurable number of lightweight processes, so that the client-capsule can concurrently invoke requests on the server-capsule.

Attention-points

- maximum network-load: as a large number of client objects invoke requests on the server, the number requests can become larger than the number of packets the network can transport. (every request-reply pair will use at least two network packets)
- context-switching overhead: due to the possibly large number of concurrently running objects, the overhead in switching from one lightweight process to the other can cause excessive overhead, in which the node has no time to serve an object but is just switching from one to the other.
- number of simultaneously running client-objects: as the number of client-objects grows, the resources on the node may run out, in which case the operating system starts freeing up resources which is undesirable during the measurements
- number of server-object instances: as the number of object-instances increases, the server needs more resources of the server-node. When the server-node is out of available resources, it causes excessive overhead of the operating system for freeing up resources. Accessing an object which is not referenced for a while can be temporarily swapped out of the main memory, which results in extreme response-times for this object.

4.2.2 Experiments of matrix 2

The experiments defined in this matrix, are meant to evaluate the behaviour of the middleware when it is exposed to a large number of client-nodes invoking requests on a single server-node. This behaviour is mainly dependent on the DC-CORE and the DC-CORE helper at the server-side. By using multiple client-nodes, the behaviour is measured when the mentioned components must handle requests coming from these multiple client-nodes. The two experiments E and F, give the lower-bound response times for the configurations of the server-capsules and the used network. The components of the middleware architecture that are measured here

Experiment E

Experiment E can be considered as the experiment, in which a ground-level experiment is conducted for the use of the scale-ability benchmarks. While this experiment uses only one client-capsule, and one server-object in the server-capsule, this experiment gives the lower-bound in response-times for scale-ability benchmarks.

To conduct this experiment, a benchmark must be developed that:

- has a client that creates a single lightweight process.
- has a single request with a very short parameter-list, like a single integer.
- has a server with one server-object on a single lightweight-process.

Attention-points

- network-load: as this experiment uses only one client-object and one server-object, monitoring the network-traffic on packets and throughput give the network-load as induced by one client-object.

Experiment F

Experiment F can be considered as an ground-level measurement for the rest of the experiments with multiple server-objects in the server-capsule. While this experiment uses only one client-capsule, and multiple server-objects in the server-capsule, this experiment gives the lower-bound in response-times with this kind of server-capsules.

To conduct this experiment, the following modification to experiment-description E must be made:
• the server-capsule should have more than one server-object, which are run on multiple lightweight processes.

Attention-points

• network-load: as this experiment uses only one client-object and a server-capsule with multiple server-objects and or lightweight processes, monitoring the network-traffic on packets and throughput give the network-load as induced by one client-object.
• context-switching overhead: due to the possibly large number of concurrently running objects in the server-capsule, the overhead in switching from one lightweight process to the other can cause excessive overhead, in which the node has no time to serve an object but is just switching from one to the other.
• number of server-object instances: as the number of object-instances increases, the server needs more resources of the server-node. When the server-node is out of available resources, it causes excessive overhead of the operating system for freeing up resources. Accessing an object which is not referenced for a while can be temporarily swapped out of the main memory, which results in extreme response-times for this object.

Experiment G

Experiment G can be considered as the measurement, in which the behaviour of the middleware is evaluated when multiple client-nodes invoke requests on the server-node. The behaviour is based on measuring the response-times the clients experience. The server set-up is equal to the set-up of experiment E.

The objective of this experiment is to create an increasing load on the middleware and the server-capsule, while knowing that the client-nodes have enough resources for serving the client-objects immediately. Because this experiment involves multiple client-nodes and to create such a load during a reasonable time, it is necessary to synchronise all the client-capsules, so that they start their invocation requests simultaneously.

To conduct this experiment, a benchmark must be developed that:
• has a synchronisation-service on which the clients can synchronise for executing their invocation requests on the server-node.
• has clients that connect to a synchronisation-service for their synchronisation and to the server-node on which the invocation-requests are being made.

Attention-points

• maximum network-load: as multiple client-nodes invoke requests on the server-node, the number of packets that the network can transport can be a limiting factor. When this maximum is reached, the response-times that are measured are not depending on the middleware anymore, but depend on the maximum number of network packets that can be transported on this particular network-infrastructure.

Experiment H

This experiment is intended to evaluate the behaviour of the middleware when the invocation-requests of the client-nodes, are being served by a server-capsule with multiple object instances and/or multiple lightweight processes. This experiment shows the influence of a server-capsule that serves requests simultaneously, where the amount of parallelism is determined by the number of lightweight processes, in respect with a server-capsule that handles every incoming requests sequentially.

To conduct this experiment, use:
• the clients and synchronisation service of experiment G
• the server-capsule of experiment F

Attention-points

• maximum network-load: as multiple client-nodes invoke requests on the server-node, the number of packets that the network can transport can be a limiting factor. When this maximum is reached, the response-times that are measured are not depending...
on the middleware anymore, but depend on the maximum number of network packets that can be transported on this particular network-infrastructure.

- context-switching overhead: due to the possibly large number of concurrently running objects in the server-capsule, the overhead in switching from one lightweight process to the other can cause excessive overhead, in which the node has no time to serve an object but is just switching from one to the other.

- number of server-object instances: as the number of object-instances increases, the server needs more resources of the server-node. When the server-node is out of available resources, it causes excessive overhead of the operating system for freeing up resources. Accessing an object which is not referenced for a while can be temporarily swapped out of the main memory, which results in extreme response-times for this object.

4.2.3 Experiments of matrix 3

The experiments presented in matrix 3 extend the experiments of matrix 2 by client-capsules that have multiple lightweight processes, which all behave as client processes. These experiments have been defined to increase the load on the middleware and the server-capsule, which is more realistic than a single client per node. The components that will be set under a high load, are the DC-CORE and the DC-CORE helpers.

Experiment K

This experiment extends experiment G, by using multiple lightweight processes in the client-capsule to increase the stress applied on the middleware and the server-capsule. The client-capsules therefore should have a configurable number of lightweight processes.

To conduct this experiment, the following benchmark must be developed:

- the client-capsule from experiment C, with the client-synchronise facilities and synchronisation service introduced in experiment G.
- the server-capsule from experiment J.

Attention-points

- maximum network-load: as multiple client-nodes invoke requests on the server-node, the number of packets that the network can transport can be a limiting factor. When this maximum is reached, the response-times that are measured are not depending on the middleware anymore, but depend on the maximum number of network packets that can be transported on this particular network-infrastructure.

- context-switching overhead: due to the possibly large number of concurrently running objects in the client-capsule, the overhead in switching from one lightweight process to the other can cause excessive overhead, in which the node has no time to serve an object but is just switching from one to the other.

- number of simultaneously running client-objects: as the number of client-objects grows, the resources on the node may run out, in which case the operating system starts freeing up resources which is undesirable during the measurements.

Experiment L

This experiment extends the load on the mentioned components in experiment K by using multiple server-objects and/or multiple lightweight processes in the server-capsule to handle the incoming invocation-requests.

To conduct this experiment, the following benchmark must be developed:

- the client-capsules and synchronisation service used in experiment K.
- the server-capsule introduced in experiment H.
Attention-points

• maximum network-load: as multiple client-nodes invoke requests on the server-node, the number of packets that the network can transport can be a limiting factor. When this maximum is reached, the response-times that are measured are not depending on the middleware anymore, but depend on the maximum number of network packets that can be transported on this particular network-infrastructure.

• context-switching overhead: due to the possibly large number of concurrently running objects in the client-capsule, the overhead in switching from one lightweight process to the other can cause excessive overhead, in which the node has no time to serve an object but is just switching from one to the other.

• number of simultaneously running client-objects: as the number of client-objects grows, the resources on the node may run out, in which case the operating system starts freeing up resources which is undesirable during the measurements.

• number of server-object instances: as the number of object-instances increases, the server needs more resources of the server-node. When the server-node is out of available resources, it causes excessive overhead of the operating system for freeing up resources. Accessing an object which is not referenced for a while can be temporarily swapped out of the main memory, which results in extreme response-times for this object.

4.3 Evaluating CORBA & DCOM

The previous sections give the experiments and benchmark descriptions to create a benchmark-suite, to evaluate components in middleware and the response-times a client experiences when the middleware is exposed to high loads.

This section gives the implementation details of some of the experiments that are conducted on Microsoft's DCOM and the CORBA implementation Orbix from IONA Technologies. A part of all the experiments described in section 4.1 and 4.2, where implemented due to the available time. Although not every benchmark is implemented, a reasonable part of the benchmark suite is developed and executed, to evaluate the two middleware implementations.

The objective of this section is, to give an example-implementation of the descriptions given in the previous sections, to describe the test and measurement environment and finally present the interpreted results of the benchmark-suite.

4.3.1 Hardware & software environment

This section gives a description of the hardware and software used, during the development and execution of most of the benchmarks. When an experiment is executed on a different environment, the environment is shortly described in the section about that particular benchmark.

All benchmarks were executed on standard Intel x86 based PC's running Microsoft Windows NT 4.0.

Development environment CORBA:
• Orbix version 2.3 (Iona Technologies)
• Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0 Professional edition (with service pack 3)

Development environment DCOM:
• NT 4.0 service pack 3
• Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0 Professional edition (with service pack 3)

Server-node:
• Dual Intel Pentium II 266Mhz processor (SMP-configuration)
• 128 Mb internal memory
• Windows NT Server 4.0 (with Service Pack 3)
• Microsoft Option Pack, with following parts installed
  • Internet Information Server 4.0
  • Transaction Server 2.0
• Orbix version 2.3
• 10/100Mbit NIC

Client-nodes
• Intel Pentium Pro 200Mhz processor
• 32 Mb internal memory
• Windows NT Workstation 4.0 (with Service Pack 1)
• 10Mbit integrated NIC

Network configurations:

For the benchmarks with single client-node, a separate hub (network concentrator) is used to rule out unwanted influences of the office-network.

The network used during benchmarks with multiple client-nodes, is the office network of KPN-Research in Groningen. The network is based on a multi-segment UTP-network. UTP is an acronym for unshielded twisted-pair, which gives a star-based network topology. The experiments are all executed on networks with low or no other network traffic. This approach is chosen, to decrease actual influences on the measurements.

Network configuration for Experiment A

The following figure gives the network configuration used during Experiment A. This configuration is also suitable for executing Experiments B,C and D.

![Network Configuration](image)

Figure 14: Two-node network-configuration

4.3.2 Experiment A

Implementation

The experiment description gives the following rules for developing an appropriate benchmark:
• invoke requests with parameters that have different data-types (from basic types to complex structures). The set of data-types, should be the cross-section of the IDL-types of the evaluated platforms.
• use parameter-sizes that result in equal amounts of network-data for every data-type used as parameter (this reduces the influence of the network-stack, the hardware and the network to a constant factor when different data-types are used).
• invoke requests with increasing parameter-sizes.

IDL-definition for marshalling benchmark

This section describes the types that can be used in the IDL’s of both middleware implementations. As the functionality of the benchmark on both middleware platforms must be equal, the IDL types that will be used for the benchmark IDL must be supported in both IDL’s.

Basic IDL-types for MIDL:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boolean</td>
<td>8-bit data item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For DCOM-IDL there are several compound-types:

- There are two types of arrays (both uni- or multi-dimensional):
  - bound, defined by a type and with a length known at compile time;
  - unbound, only defined by the data-type and a length-identifier that is known at run-time;
- And two types of strings available:
  - bound, with fixed length known at compile time
  - unbound, known length at run-time.

Basic IDL-types for OMG-IDL:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boolean</td>
<td>8-bit data item (TRUE or FALSE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td>8-bit data item (no conversion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>char</td>
<td>8-bit data item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td>64-bit floating-point number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float</td>
<td>32-bit floating-point number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>32-bit signed integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short</td>
<td>16-bit signed integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small</td>
<td>8-bit signed integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void*</td>
<td>32-bit context handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wchar_t</td>
<td>16-bit unsigned data item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For CORBA-IDL there are two templates provided: sequence and string.

- There are two types of sequences:
  - bound, defined by a type and with a length known at compile time;
  - unbound, only defined by type and a length that is known at run-time;
- There are two types of strings available:
  - bound, with fixed length known at compile time
  - unbound, known length at run-time.

IDL also provides arrays, that can be multi-dimensional but must have a fixed length at compile time.

By taking the cross-section of the MIDL and the OMG-IDL basic-types, IDL-files can be composed that use identical data-types and structures. This is very important for comparing the marshalling overhead for a specific data-type.

The IDL file that results, can also be cut into pieces. These pieces will only have the interface specification of the operations that will be conducted for a specific benchmark. This test can be done to check the influence of the size of the interface and the number of operations, and the thus resulting stubs.

The next table gives a cross-section on the tables of basic-types for OMG-IDL and MIDL.
These are the types that are used in the marshalling-benchmark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boolean</td>
<td>8-bit data item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet / byte</td>
<td>8-bit data item (no conversion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>char</td>
<td>8-bit data item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td>64-bit floating-point number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float</td>
<td>32-bit floating-point number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>32-bit signed integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short</td>
<td>16-bit signed integer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next to these basic data-types, compound data-types will be defined like:
- bound and unbound arrays (or sequences);
- bound and unbound strings;
- structures, including all data-types mentioned above;
- arrays with structures and strings

**Network data-size**

The request-path in two-way calls are dependent on the network and the network-layer within the operating-system. The latencies that arise in those layers are very difficult to isolate and measure. By defining an IDL-file, with fixed array-lengths for every basic-type, the number of bytes transmitted will vary corresponding to the size of the basic-type. The number of transmitted bytes on the network will have a direct effect on the network-layers in the operating-system, which is a potential problem for comparing results. To eliminate this influence, we keep the network-load as a constant factor, independent of the transmitted basic-type.

This leads to the idea, to define a standard length where every type that must be transmitted, fits in one or more times.

The largest defined type to transmit, is the structure with all the common basic-types from the benchmark IDL. This leads to the following structure:

```plaintext
struct {
    boolean, // 1 byte
    char,    // 1 byte
    octet/byte, // 1 byte
    double,  // 8 bytes
    float,   // 4 bytes
    long,    // 4 bytes
    short,   // 2 bytes
}
```

This gives a total of 21 bytes for the structure, which is not a nice number to work with and not a multiple of one the larger basic-types. This led to the insertion of three extra octets/bytes, so that the total number of bytes is 24, which is perfect for this purpose.

The structure can than be defined as:

```plaintext
struct {
    boolean, // 1 byte
    char,    // 1 byte
    octet/byte, // 1 byte
    double,  // 8 bytes
    float,   // 4 bytes
    long,    // 4 bytes
    short,   // 2 bytes
    octet/byte, // 1 byte
    octet/byte, // 1 byte
    octet/byte, // 1 byte
}
```
The amount of 24 bytes is perfect because nice sized arrays of basic-types can be created to get the same amount of network-data, as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Network Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>double[3]</td>
<td>3 x 8 bytes</td>
<td>24 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float[6]</td>
<td>6 x 4 bytes</td>
<td>24 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long[6]</td>
<td>6 x 4 bytes</td>
<td>24 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short[12]</td>
<td>12 x 2 bytes</td>
<td>24 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet/byte[24]</td>
<td>24 x 1 byte</td>
<td>24 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>char[24]</td>
<td>24 x 1 byte</td>
<td>24 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boolean[24]</td>
<td>24 x 1 byte</td>
<td>24 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CORBA 2.0 IIOP specification ([OMG-97] chapter 12) presents the structure of IIOP-requests, that are strictly specified whereas this specification is the one the most important specifications for ORB interoperability. The specification also describes the alignment for data-members.

For both platforms, the alignment of the data on the network is equal to the alignment of the data in the computer-memory. This means that the basic-types are mapped on a multiple of their own size, with respect to the start of the data-segment in the network-packet. For a double this means that a new double-variable can only start on an address that is an multiple of 8, and for a long this address is an multiple of 4. The presented structure will not lead to 24 bytes of data on the network. Therefore, the members of the structure must be reshuffled, to the following structure:

```c
struct {
    double // 8 bytes
    float  // 4 bytes
    long   // 4 bytes
    short  // 2 bytes
    boolean // 1 byte
    char   // 1 byte
    octet/byte // 1 byte
    octet/byte // 1 byte
    octet/byte // 1 byte
}
```

For a more complete and detailed description of this alignment-phenomenon, see appendix B.

In this benchmark, several kinds of interfaces will be used. Also the size and the type of the data that is transported is varied.

For every type of invocation, a different interface will be defined, and they will have method calls like:
- void something (in)
- void something (in, out)

**Increasing the network data**

Increasing the size of the network data, can simple be done by changing the size of the arrays of parameters in the IDL file or on runtime for sequences. The sizes used during this benchmark are multiples of 24 (the size of the largest data-type, see previous section). The actual sizes measured are:
- 24 bytes
- 240 bytes
- 2,4 Kbytes
- 24 Kbytes
- 240 Kbytes
Results and evaluation

The results of all measurements are presented in appendix E. The matrices in this appendix, contain the mean, 5% lower-bound and 95% upper-bound limits of the response-times measured. This means that the intervals between the lower- and upper-bound represent the interval of 90% of all response times. This interval must be considered as an empirical 90% confidence interval.

The results presented in those matrices, show that DCOM is considerably faster in requests with small parameter-sizes. In the measurements with 24 or 240 byte parameters, DCOM is in average 2.5–3 times faster as its Orbix opponent. This effect is shown in Figure 15.

![Figure 15: Orbix & DCOM, small octet-arrays](image)

Figure 15: Orbix & DCOM, small octet-arrays
When the parameter-sizes increase, this speed-advantage effect decreases as the network becomes an eminent limiting factor. For the largest parameter-sizes, the response-times of DCOM and CORBA/Orbix are almost equal. This effect is shown in Figure 15.

![Figure 15: Response Times Comparison](image)

Figure 16: Orbix & DCOM, octet-arrays

The result matrices in appendix E, show that small parameter-sizes are almost equally fast per middleware product. This effect can be explained on the network overhead during a request. When a client does a request on a server, a request packet is sent over the network. This packet contains information about the client- and server-object, the client- and server-node and on which interface the request must be invoked. All this information requires a quite large network-packet on its own. Typically, such a request has a packet size of approx. 200 bytes, without any request parameters. For the network latency and transport-time, the packet doesn't get considerably larger when the parameter-size is pretty small, like 24 or 240 bytes. The same explanation holds for the return packet, in which the transport of a small array of return-values doesn't take considerable more time then a single return value.

**Conclusions:**

- CORBA/Orbix has approximately 15–20% more marshalling/unmarshalling overhead for simple data-structures as defined for this experiment compared with basic IDL-types.
- CORBA/Orbix has approximately 30% more marshalling/unmarshalling overhead for octet-sequences. This can be explained by the fact that accessing a single byte on 32-bit processor is a relative expensive operation.
- DCOM has equal marshalling/unmarshalling overhead for all data-types.
- 'IN-OUT requests' are very efficient when used with small parameter-sizes. For large parameter-sizes the requests over an 'IN-OUT interface' require approximately twice the time for an 'IN interface' request.
Network configuration for Experiment F, H and L

The following figure gives the network configuration used during Experiment F, H, L. This configuration is also suitable for executing Experiments E, G and K. This picture reflects the office network of KPN Research in Groningen.

4.3.3 Experiment F

Implementation

The experiment description gives the following rules for developing an appropriate benchmark:

• the client-capsule has a single lightweight process.
• the request invoked on the server-object has a short parameter-list.
• the server-capsule has multiple server-objects / lightweight processes.

The first two requirements can be met very easy. The default type of capsule, is a capsule that has only one lightweight-process. As parameter used in the requests, a single ‘long’ is chosen. This means that the actual parameter-size on the network contains 4 bytes.

server-capsule with multiple objects / multiple threads

In this benchmark, different approaches are used for the server-capsules. Based on the technology the two platforms provide, the best mechanism for each platform is chosen to create a server-capsule that has multiple lightweight processes. The server-capsules that where developed for this benchmark were also used in the benchmarks of experiments H and L.

CORBA/Orbix

With the Orbix implementation of CORBA, there are four standard ways for making a server-capsule more responsive or to let it concurrently serve more requests:

• a lightweight process per server-objects
• a lightweight process per client
• a lightweight process per incoming request
• a pool of lightweight processes that serve the incoming requests on any server-object
The following paragraphs give a short overview on the different models that can be used to enable multiple lightweight processes in a server-capsule. For a more 'in depth' description of these models is referred to appendix C.

**lightweight process per object**

When multiple server-objects are used with their own lightweight process, the distribution of the incoming requests becomes a problem. The most ideal situation is an evenly distribution of the incoming requests over the objects and therefore the lightweight processes. Because the clients explicitly connect to a specific server-object, the distribution of the incoming requests depends on the clients, that are unaware of the configuration of the server-capsule.

**lightweight process per client**

This model uses a single lightweight process for every client that has a reference to a server-object. In the case of large numbers of clients, large amounts of server-resources are used, while the clients might not even invoke actual requests. Due to huge resource claims, this model seems inappropriate for situations with large numbers of clients.

**lightweight process per incoming request**

Because the large number of clients and the high repetition in which the requests are being invoked, this model seems inappropriate. The creation and destruction of a lightweight process causes operating system overhead, so the large number of requests and the high repetition in which they come, can cause significant overhead.

**pool of lightweight processes**

With this model, a fixed number of lightweight processes is created. These lightweight processes wait for incoming requests, to which they are assigned during the processing of the request. In this benchmark, it is no problem to have one object (which is programmed according to the rules of re-entrancy, ensuring mutual exclusion of shared data), and let several lightweight processes execute it simultaneously.

**DCOM**

For the server-capsule on DCOM, the most up-to-date technology is used in the form of the Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS). The MTS can be seen as a future standard facility in DCOM, for creating scaleable server-capsules. The MTS has a slight confusing, or maybe misleading, name, by indicating that it is explicitly developed for database transaction processing. The latter is absolutely not true, it provides a foundation for easy development of server-capsules that will be used by large numbers of clients. For a better overview of the functionality of the MTS, see appendix D.

**Comparing the MTS with the pool-of-lightweight-processes**

When we compare the mechanism that the MTS uses to make a server serve multiple requests in parallel, with the pool of lightweight processes of Orbix, the MTS uses an dynamically variable pool of lightweight processes instead of a fixed number. So these mechanism are most comparable, and when we vary the number of lightweight processes in Orbix during several runs, we can measure the overhead induced by the increasing number of context switches.

Due to a lack of available time, the only configuration for the Orbix server-capsule that is measured, is a configuration with 20 lightweight processes.

**Results and evaluation**

As this experiment serves as a measurement to find the lower-bound in response-times for these benchmark capsules while communicating over the KPN-Research office network as shown in appendix A. The results of this experiment can be found in the matrices in appendix F, but are also displayed in the following table:

| CORBA/Orbix | 3.9 ms |
| DCOM        | 1.6 ms |
Like in experiment A, DCOM is a considerable faster than CORBA/Orbix. Both middleware products are 0.7 ms slower as measured in experiment A. The extra latency is most likely introduced by the Ethernet-switch.

Conclusions:
• an MTS based DCOM server gives quicker response times then a CORBA/Orbix implementation based on a pool-of-lightweight-processes.
• both middleware products experience an equal amount of delay through an extra component in the network configuration.

4.3.4 Experiment H

Implementation

To create a benchmark in which multiple client-capsules, running on different client-nodes start at the same time, a benchmark must be developed that:
• has a synchronisation-service on which the clients can synchronise for executing their invocation requests on the server-node.
• has clients that connect to a synchronisation-service for their synchronisation and to the server-node on which the invocation-requests are done.

To create a sustained load on the middleware induced by all the client-nodes involved in this experiment, the client capsules running on these nodes, must have a synchronisation mechanism. The client capsules must connect to a special server-object and request for the synchronisation. Because a client capsule must wait for his request to return before it can continue executing, it has to wait until the sync. server returns its call. The synchronisation server collects all the incoming requests from the client capsules and returns them at once. The moment of returning is determined by a configurable time-out. The time-out is started by the first client capsule that calls for synchronisation. The other client capsules have the time-out period to connect to the benchmark server and call the sync. server for synchronisation. When the time-out expires, the sync. server returns all synchronisation-requests and all client capsules will start inyoking requests on the benchmark server. After the client capsule has done all its requests, it calls the sync. server again to notify that it is ready. When all client capsules are ready, the client capsules exit and a script sends the measurement results to the server-node for storage. [See appendix G for a more detailed description of the client-capsule and sync. server layout. This appendix also contains a few scripts that run on the client-nodes for starting the client-capsules and transferring the results back to the server-node.]

Results and evaluation

The results of this benchmark is also presented in appendix F, where it consists of the first column of both matrices. For convenience, the two columns of these matrices are given in the following matrix for better comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># nodes</th>
<th>DCOM</th>
<th>Orbix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When these results are put in a chart (Figure 18), they assume a linear relation between the number of client-nodes and the response-time. This assumption cannot be made because of the missing results for 35 and 45 client nodes. For CORBA/Orbix, there is a linearity between five and thirty client-nodes. But the result for forty client nodes does not
fit the linear relation. For DCOM, there are only four results that indicate a linear relation. These results are unusable for an extrapolation, which gives the response-time based on the number of client-nodes, when this number is larger than used in the experiment.

![Graph showing response times for DCOM and Orbix with multiple client nodes](image)

**Figure 18:** Orbix & DCOM, multiple nodes/response times

**Conclusions:**
- Response-times for DCOM and CORBA/Orbix increase when using multiple client-nodes.
- Both middleware products presume a linear relation within a certain interval.
- Response-times are considerably shorter for DCOM than for CORBA/Orbix.
- The results are unusable for an extrapolation that predicts the response-time in case of larger number of client-nodes.

### 4.3.5 Experiment L

**Implementation**

This experiment uses multiple lightweight processes per client-capsule, that invoke requests on the server-capsule. The client capsule developed for the previous benchmark must be extended to be use-able with multiple threads, while maintaining its synchronisation capabilities. To accomplish this, the client capsule must be extended with an internal synchronisation mechanism, which does the external synchronisation with the sync. server on behalf of all lightweight processes in the client capsule.

**Results and evaluation**

The results of this benchmark are presented in appendix F. The matrices in this appendix, contain the mean, 5% lower-bound and 95% upper-bound limits of the response-times measured. This means that the intervals between the lower- and upper-bound represent the interval of 90% of all response times. This interval must be considered as an empirical 90% confidence interval.
When examining Figure 19, it immediately shows the enormous difference in response-times between DCOM and CORBA/Orbix. Furthermore, each middleware implementation, shows a great linearity in its response times.

**Figure 19:** Orbix & DCOM, 40 client-nodes with multiple lightweight processes

Figure 20 and Figure 21 show all the results of the measurements with CORBA/Orbix and DCOM respectively in a separate graph.

**Figure 20:** Orbix, scale-ability
Figures 20 and 21, show a nice linear behaviour of the response-time with respect to the total number of client-objects. While the graph for Orbix stays linear under high loads, the graph for DCOM shows a non-linear increase of the response-time. This can be explained by the overhead that is induced by the number of lightweight processes in the server-capsule. For Orbix, this number is fixated on twenty, while on DCOM, the MTS uses a dynamic number of lightweight-processes. During the benchmark-runs, this number of lightweight processes increased steadily from approx. five to one-hundred, as more client-objects were invoking requests on the server-capsule. This increase in lightweight processes leads to more overhead, so the performance of the server-capsule decreased while trying to serve more requests simultaneously.

**Statistical analysis of scale-ability results**

As the results show a high degree of linearity, multiple regression is used to investigate the linearity of the response times with respect to the total number of client-objects invoking requests on the server-capsule.

The model used for the linear multiple regression is:

\[ T_{res} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X + \beta_2 Y + \beta_3 Z \]

in which:
- \( T_{res} \) is the dependent variable
- \( X, Y \) and \( Z \) are the independent variables
  - \( X \) = number of client-nodes
  - \( Y \) = number of lightweight-processes per client capsule
  - \( Z \) = product of \( X \) and \( Y \)
- \( \beta_0, \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3 \) are the coefficients of the linear equation.

This model was chosen due to highly dependence of the response-time with respect to the total number of client-objects, simultaneously invoking request on the server-node. The analysis is executed with the statistical program SPSS 7.0, from which the output is included in appendix G.
If we summarise the results, we see for CORBA/Orbix, the following coefficients:
\[ \beta_0 = -4.6766 \]
\[ \beta_1 = -0.4358 \]
\[ \beta_2 = -1.0209 \]
\[ \beta_3 = 3.8487 \]

Although this model fits the measurement data very well, the constant \( \beta_0 \) has a 95% confidence interval that includes zero (see appendix G). This means that this constant can have any value in the interval, but it may also be zero. Furthermore, the \( \beta_0 \) has a value under zero, which makes sense. This situation is induced by the fact that the multiple regression tries to fit the model to most linear part of the results. In this case, the results for the measurements with a small number of client-objects, lie in the non-linear part of the data. To analyse the influence of a model without a constant, we used following non-linear model, to investigate the change in parameters and the increase of the error.

\[
T_{res} = \beta_1 * X + \beta_2 * Y + \beta_3 * Z
\]

The coefficients are now:
\[ \beta_0 = -0.6119 \]
\[ \beta_1 = -1.3039 \]
\[ \beta_2 = 3.8549 \]

This model also fits the measurement data very good, which can be seen on the quality-specifier R-squared, which is nearly 1.0. A value of 1.0 for R-squared, means that the predicted values of the model are almost exactly the same as the results obtained with the measurements. This can be explained, on the fact that the constant \( \beta_0 \), has a small value, which influence is very small compared the other coefficients. Based on this model, the response time for this CORBA/Orbix environment (hardware and software), can be predicted with the following formula:

\[
T_{res} = -0.6119 * nr_{pc} - 1.3039 * nr_{lw_{pr}} + 3.8549 * (nr_{pc} * nr_{lw_{pr}})
\]

For DCOM the same linear model is used, which resulted in the following coefficients:
\[ \beta_0 = -0.8282 \]
\[ \beta_1 = -0.4688 \]
\[ \beta_2 = -0.7129 \]
\[ \beta_3 = 0.5562 \]

For DCOM, the constant also has a 95% confidence interval, which includes zero. Using the same non-linear model without the constant, the following coefficients are obtained:
\[ \beta_0 = -0.4945 \]
\[ \beta_1 = -0.7640 \]
\[ \beta_2 = 0.5579 \]

This model also fits the measurement data very good, which can be seen on the quality-specifier R-squared, which is nearly 1.0. Based on this model, the response time for this DCOM environment (hardware and software), can be predicted with the following formula:

\[
T_{res} = -0.4945 * nr_{pc} - 0.7640 * nr_{lw_{pr}} + 0.5579 * (nr_{pc} * nr_{lw_{pr}})
\]

**Analysis of the network-load**
During the execution of the benchmarks, the network performance was monitored, as this is a potential bottleneck. The network-load is measured by examining the number of incoming packets on the server-node. These packets all have a size of approximately 200 bytes. Based on the packet-size and the number of packets/second, the limit of 10Mbit/second of the network has not been a bottleneck for the experiment. According to the network-administrator of KPN Research, "this was nothing to worry about".

The following picture gives the network-load during one day of executing measurements on Orbix:

![Orbix network-load](image)

**Figure 22: Orbix network-load**

When looking at this graph, we see an repeating pattern in the number of incoming packets at the server-node. The graph shows the execution-time of the benchmarks very clearly. During every benchmark-run, the number of client-nodes was kept constant, while the number of client-objects on the client-nodes increased. As can be seen in the graph, every benchmark-run shows a decrease in the number of incoming packets, as the number of client-objects per client-node increases. This is visualised in Figure 24.
When observing these network-monitoring graphs, a clear upper-bound in the number of incoming packets on the server-node can be identified. As every client-object invokes a new request as soon as the previous request returns, the number of incoming packets can be seen as an indication for the number of requests a specific middleware implementation can serve per second. Based on these graphs, not only the number of served requests can be measured, but the increase of the overhead on the server-node can also be found by examining the decrease of the number of incoming packets. This observation leads to the idea that there is a direct relation between the response-time, the total number of running client-objects and the number of incoming packets. Roughly said, the response-time can be expressed by the total number of client-objects divided by the number of incoming-packets.

Conclusions:
- The response-time that is experienced by a client-object, increases linear with the total number of client-objects.
- The response-time that is experienced by a client-object, is largely dependent on the total number of client-objects invoking requests.
- The response-time that is experienced by a client-object, is largely independent of the number of client-nodes and the number of simultaneously running client-objects on these nodes.
- When using requests with small parameter-sizes, the network-load is not a bottleneck.
- DCOM is 400 to 800% faster than Orbix.
- The variable number of lightweight processes of the MTS create a measurable overhead, as the number of lightweight processes increase when a large number of client-objects are invoking requests.
- The number of requests that a middleware implementation can serve per second can be found by examining the number of incoming packets on the server-node.
- An increase of the number of lightweight processes can give a decrease in the performance of a server-capsule when this number becomes too large. This effect can be seen by the server-capsule running in the MTS.
4.3.6 Result overview

This section gives an overview of the results and conclusion, which are based on the results obtained by the execution of the benchmarks of experiment A, F, H and L.

- the marshalling and un-marshalling process is largely independent of the used data-types. Only complex data-structures will increase the overhead here.
- the response-time of requests with small parameter-sizes is not significantly longer than parameter-less requests, due to the large header which is required for the request.
- requests with small return-parameter sizes do not significantly increase the response-time over requests without return-values.
- the response-time of requests with large parameter-sizes are largely dependent on the network latency.
- the response-time a client-object experiences is largely dependent on the total number of client-objects that simultaneously invoke requests.
- the response-time increases linearly with the increase of the number of client-objects that simultaneously invoke requests.
- DCOM has a clear performance advantage over CORBA/Orbix.
- the behaviour of CORBA/Orbix shows less variation in response-times under heavy load than DCOM. This effect can be seen by observing the confidence intervals of the measurement results.
- using requests with small parameter sizes, does not create excessive network-load with large numbers of clients.
- the MTS that is used for the server-capsule in the DCOM experiments doesn't cause measurable overhead.
- the MTS shows a non-linear behaviour under high load, due to the overhead induced by the large number of lightweight processes it uses.
- both server-capsules showed a linear increase in the required server-resources.
- the server-capsules claim all the CPU-resources when exposed to a sustained load of requests, invoked by large numbers of client-objects.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, several experiments described possible benchmarks to evaluate the behaviour of middleware products under various conditions. Some of these benchmarks are especially meant to evaluate the behaviour of a specific component in the middleware architecture, while other benchmarks are meant to evaluate the behaviour under a heavy and sustained workload.

Based on the results of the benchmarks that were developed for DCOM and CORBA/Orbix, it can be said that the experiments expose the behaviour if the middleware clearly. The measurement results show, that the behaviour of the evaluated middleware products shows a linear relation with the number of client-objects that simultaneously invoke requests.

The measurement show furthermore that DCOM is considerably faster than CORBA/Orbix. Especially requests with small parameter-sizes and under heavy workload induced by many client-objects, the performance difference ranges from 400 to 800 percent.
Conclusions & Recommendations

Conclusions:
This report describes a comparative performance evaluation of DCOM and the CORBA implementation Orbix from Iona Technologies. To get a good overview of both middleware infrastructures, their internal architecture was evaluated and the functionality of the identifiable components described. This evaluation led to a generic architecture for middleware, which provides the components and functions of both evaluated architectures. With the knowledge of the generic architecture in mind, and focusing on measuring the performance and overhead of the components in the architecture, the most suitable performance evaluation technique had to be determined. The synthesised benchmarking technique was the most suitable technique for this performance evaluation. A set of experiments has been developed to measure the overhead or performance behaviour of the components in the generic architecture. A subset of these experiments have been implemented and executed on both middleware implementations, which resulted in a large amount of measurement data. Based on the analysis of the data, some conclusions on the performance and scale-ability of these middleware implementations are drawn.

For the evaluation of the middleware architectures, the following conclusions apply:

- The architectures of CORBA and DCOM are very alike, when looking at the functionality of the individual components that can be identified in the architectures.
- Based on the similarity of both architectures, a generic middleware architecture is designed, which fits both CORBA and DCOM.
- As both CORBA and DCOM are evolving, and more products become available, both middleware infrastructures become more useful for Internet and back-office applications.
- The higher level of abstraction and the demand for interoperability in CORBA is reflected in the network-protocol used for transporting request-messages. Where DCOM uses pointer-tables and transmits pointer indirection's for a particular operation on an object, CORBA transmits the names of the object, interface and operation.
- Based on the observation of the network-protocols, the comparison of the names in CORBA is expected to use more processor-time than the pointer-indirection's in DCOM.
- DCOM can be seen as a networked extension of the inter-process communication (IPC) infrastructure used in 32bits operating systems of Microsoft, like Windows NT4.0. It is therefore very likely that this IPC infrastructure is highly optimised for the use in the operating systems, without being prepared to offer interoperability with other platforms.
- When using CORBA implementations on Microsoft Windows NT, they are always supplied by 3rd party vendors and running on top of the operating system instead of being incorporated with it. This will give more overhead as an additional interface layer to the operating system must be used, while it is probably less optimised for Windows NT as DCOM.
Based on the evaluation of the available performance evaluation techniques, and the
search for the most suitable technique for this performance evaluation, the following
conclusions apply:
• Based on the complexity of distributed systems and the use of commercially available
middleware implementations, measurements are the best feasible performance
evaluation method.
• For measuring the influence or behaviour of the identifiable components in the
generic architecture, the synthesised benchmark is the most suitable technique. This
type of benchmark allows the flexibility needed for generating high loads on the
individual components in the generic architecture.

Based on the development of the experiments and the results obtained during the
execution of the benchmarks, the following conclusions apply:
• The set of experiments that is developed for the performance evaluation, is suitable
for determining the performance and scale-ability of middleware.
• While a total of ten experiments where developed, the results of the scale-ability
experiments should be analysed as a whole, for evaluating the behaviour of the
middleware when increasing the load on or changing the configuration of the server-
capsule.
• Marshalling is nothing more than writing all the parameters in a flattened buffer of
bytes, according the network data-format that is used.
• A sender, always transmits its data in its native byte-order. The receiving side must
check for the correspondence in byte-order and is responsible for necessary
conversions.
• The alignment of data-members of a request transported over a network is equal to
the alignment in main-memory. As data-types are aligned on memory boundaries that
are a multiple of their own size, in many cases gap-fillers must be used. This can
cause considerably more network traffic then actually needed for transporting the
request.
• Based on the results obtained in benchmarks that cover the marshalling of the
requests, it can be said, that the marshalling is largely independent of the data-type
that is used as parameter in the request. Only complex data-types, like structures
cause more overhead then basic IDL-types.
• Requests and replies between a client and a server always contain a fairly large
header of approx. 150-200 bytes. Request or replies with small parameter-sizes (like
a 50-100 bytes) are therefore almost as fast as requests without any parameters.
• As the parameter-sizes of the requests increase, the performance becomes limited to
the network-throughput and the network-latency.
• The results of the scale-ability measurements show less variation in response-times
of Orbix under high loads then DCOM. This effect can be seen by observing the
confidence intervals of the measurement results. This effect is most likely caused by
the dynamic creation and deletion of lightweight processes in the MTS, which causes
overhead on irregular intervals.
• Using requests with small parameter sizes, does not create excessive network-load
with large numbers of clients. The network-load is determined by the number of
packets on the network, which is bound to the performance of the server-node. Every
request which is served by the server-capsule, results in a new request from the just
served client-object. This means that network-load is determined by the number of
requests that the server-capsule serves per second.
• The MTS that is used for the server-capsule in the DCOM experiments doesn't cause
measurable overhead, compared to a server-capsule not running inside the MTS.
• Orbix's pool of lightweight processes which is used as solution for the server-capsule
in the scale-ability benchmarks, shows a perfectly linear behaviour under high loads.
• The MTS shows a non-linear behaviour under high load, due to the overhead induced
by the increasing number of lightweight processes that it creates.
• Both server-capsules showed a linear increase in the required server-resources, like
main-memory or total execution-time.
• In the area where the scale-ability measurements show a linear increase of the
response-times, DCOM has response-times which are a factor four to eight faster
than the response-times for Orbix.
The linear increase of the response-times can be explained by the fact that the server-capsule is fully saturated. This means, that there is no processor-time left for serving additional requests, which forces the server-capsule to put the incoming requests in a queue until they can be served.

During the development of the benchmarks, a lot of hands-on experience was gained. With respect to the development of applications with CORBA and DCOM, the following conclusions apply:

- The development of DCOM server-objects without the wizard in Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0 is very troublesome. In older versions of the Microsoft development environment, there is no active support for DCOM objects. This makes the development of DCOM objects very difficult. Version 5.0 has a wizard for the creation of the correct IDL-files, the configuration of the development environment, creation of an DLL for the proxy and stub code and the correct registry entries for the object.
- The development tools for the used CORBA implementation are pretty good. Orbix is supplied with a number of small tools for registering the server-objects and manipulating these entries. These entries are based on configuration files instead of the registry of the operating-system.
- Using the MTS for creating server-capsules that handle large numbers of clients requires no special effort of the programmer. No extra programming is required to protect shared state of concurrent objects.

Recommendations:

Although a thorough evaluation of the middleware architectures has been done, and a subset of the experiments have showed the performance and scale-ability of the middleware implementations, there are a number of recommendations and suggestions for future research.

These recommendations and suggestions are partially based on practical execution of the experiments, as well as further research for a more detailed generic architecture or the development of new experiments:

- Due to fact that only a subset of the experiments where implemented and executed, there are experiments that are not executed, that may provide important information on the performance and behaviour of certain components in the architecture. These experiments, therefore should be implemented and executed.
- To obtain results with a larger number of client-objects invoking requests, the number of client-nodes could be increased. This can provide information on the limitations of the middleware implementations and the validity of the model used in the statistical analysis. The non-linear behaviour of the MTS may indicate that it needs another model, which has an extra contribution in the response time, which depends on the number of lightweight processes used.
- In this comparative performance evaluation, there where only two middleware implementations evaluated. CORBA has many implementations, which makes it very interesting to conduct measurements on different implementations for determining their performance and scale-ability.
- As the acquired results yield over eight million numbers (measured response-times), and time to analyse them was very limited, this data may contain more information than is presented in this report. Therefore, it can be worthwhile to analyse the results on further relations.
- For a better comparison of DCOM and Orbix, the experiments on Orbix could be conducted with different server-capsule configurations, to examine the influence of the degree of parallelism in the server-capsule.
- With the release of DCOM for other operating systems than Microsoft Windows platforms, it is very interesting to evaluate the performance of DCOM on non-Microsoft operating systems.
- To investigate the performance of the middleware implementations when requests are made between nodes with different processor architectures, the experiments should be executing on heterogeneous hardware platforms and operating systems.
• Executing the experiments on networks with different latencies or throughput. The experiments were executed on a single network type. By using networks with different network-latencies, the influence of the network-latency on the total response-time can be determined. By using networks with other throughputs, the performance of the middleware can become an determining factor for the response time for requests with large parameter-lists.
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This IDL-file contains the following interfaces for the benchmark:

```idl
void test(in)
void test(inout)
```

```idl
#define DO_NO_IMPORTS
import "unknwn.idl"
import "oaidl.idl"
#undef DO_NO_IMPORTS
```

**Structure with all basic types:**

This structure is especially created with a length of 24 bytes, with all the arguments on their natural alignment boundaries.

```idl
type struct _BasicTypes
{
    double DoubleVal; // 8 bytes
    float FloatVal; // 4 bytes
    long LongVal; // 4 bytes
    short ShortVal; // 2 bytes
    boolean BooleanVal; // 1 byte
    char CharVal; // 1 byte
    byte OctetVal1; // 1 byte
    byte OctetVal2; // 1 byte
    byte OctetVal3; // 1 byte
    byte OctetVal4; // 1 byte
}
```

```idl
tBasicTypes;
```

// the index '_24*' means that the resulting on the network will be this size in bytes
// the array index gives the number of data-items to achieve this

**Arrays of octets / bytes**

```idl
typedef byte tOctet_24[24];
typedef byte tOctet_240[240];
typedef byte tOctet_2K4[2400];
typedef byte tOctet_24K[24000];
typedef byte tOctet_240K[240000];
```

**Arrays of doubles**

```idl
typedef double tDouble_24[3];
typedef double tDouble_240[30];
typedef double tDouble_2K4[300];
typedef double tDouble_24K[3000];
typedef double tDouble_240K[30000];
```
typedef double tDouble_24K[3000];
typedef double tDouble_240K[30000];

// Arrays of compound types:
typedef tBasicTypes tBasicTypes_24[1];
typedef tBasicTypes tBasicTypes_240[10];
typedef tBasicTypes tBasicTypes_2K4[100];
typedef tBasicTypes tBasicTypes_24K[1000];
typedef tBasicTypes tBasicTypes_240K[10000];

// Arrays of template types:
typedef char* tString_24[24];
typedef char* tString_240[240];
typedef char* tString_2K4[2400];
typedef char* tString_24K[24000];
typedef char* tString_240K[240000];

// Sequences of basic types (UNBOUND):
typedef byte tOctetSeq[*]);
typedef double tDoubleSeq[*];

// Sequences of template types (UNBOUND):
typedef char* tStringSeq;\n
// Sequences of compound types (UNBOUND):
typedef tBasicTypes tBasicTypesSeq[*];

// The include files contain the actual interface descriptions
#include "twoway_in.idl"
#include "twoway_inout.idl"

[ uuid(B5A43981-6659-11d1-9142-00805F84F1FD),
  helpstring("Marshaling Benchmark Type Library"),
  version(1.0) ]

library BenchMarkLib
{| importlib ("stdole2.tlb");

// benchmark class
{| [default] interface ITwoway_in;
    interface ITwoway_inout;
|}

 coclass Benchmark
{|
|}

The following file shows the interface specification for the IN-interface:
{|[ uuid(A32C3EF0-64C4-11d1-9141-00805F84F1FD),
|]}}
object

interface IWoway_in : IUnknown
{
// No Parameters
HRESULT NoParameterReq();

// Sequences
// Sequences of basic types
HRESULT OctetSeq ([in] long nSize, [in, size_is(nSize)] IOctetSeq OctetSeqIn);
HRESULT DoubleSeq ([in] long nSize, [in, size_is(nSize)] IDoubleSeq DoubleSeqIn);
// Sequences of template types
HRESULT StringSeq ([in, string] IStringSeq StringSeqIn);
// Sequences of compound types
HRESULT BasicTypesSeq ([in] long nSize, [in, size_is(nSize)] IBasicTypesSeq BasicTypesSeqIn);

// Arrays
HRESULT Octet_24 ([in] IOctet_24 Octet_24In);
HRESULT Octet_240 ([in] IOctet_240 Octet_240In);
HRESULT Octet_2K4 ([in] IOctet_2K4 Octet_2K4In);
HRESULT Octet_24K ([in] IOctet_24K Octet_24KIn);
HRESULT Octet_240K ([in] IOctet_240K Octet_240KIn);
HRESULT Double_24 ([in] IDouble_24 Double_24In);
HRESULT Double_240 ([in] IDouble_240 Double_240In);
HRESULT Double_2K4 ([in] IDouble_2K4 Double_2K4In);
HRESULT Double_24K ([in] IDouble_24K Double_24KIn);
HRESULT Double_240K ([in] IDouble_240K Double_240KIn);
HRESULT String_24 ([in] IString_24 String_24In);
HRESULT String_240 ([in] IString_240 String_240In);
HRESULT String_2K4 ([in] IString_2K4 String_2K4In);
HRESULT String_24K ([in] IString_24K String_24KIn);
HRESULT String_240K ([in] IString_240K String_240KIn);
HRESULT BasicTypes_24 ([in] IBasicTypes_24 BasicTypes_24In);
HRESULT BasicTypes_240 ([in] IBasicTypes_240 BasicTypes_240In);
HRESULT BasicTypes_2K4 ([in] IBasicTypes_2K4 BasicTypes_2K4In);
HRESULT BasicTypes_24K ([in] IBasicTypes_24K BasicTypes_24KIn);
HRESULT BasicTypes_240K ([in] IBasicTypes_240K BasicTypes_240KIn);

The following file gives the specification the IN,OUT-interface:

[ uuid(A32C3EFC-64C4-11d1-9141-00805F84F1FD),
  object
]

interface IWoway_inout : IUnknown
{
// Sequences
// Sequences of basic types
HRESULT OctetSeq ([in,out] long nSize, [in,out, size_is(*nSize)] IOctetSeq OctetSeqIn);
HRESULT DoubleSeq ([in,out] long nSize, [in,out, size_is(*nSize)] IDoubleSeq DoubleSeqIn);
// Sequences of template types
HRESULT StringSeq ([in,out, string] IStringSeq StringSeqIn);
// Sequences of compound types
HRESULT BasicTypesSeq ([in,out] long nSize, [in,out, size_is(*nSize)] IBasicTypesSeq BasicTypesSeqIn);

// Arrays
HRESULT Octet_24 ([in,out] IOctet_24 Octet_24In);
HRESULT Octet_240 ([in,out] IOctet_240 Octet_240In);
HRESULT Octet_2K4 ([in,out] IOctet_2K4 Octet_2K4In);
HRESULT Octet_24K ([in,out] IOctet_24K Octet_24KIn);
HRESULT Octet_240K ([in,out] IOctet_240K Octet_240KIn);
HRESULT Double_24 ([in,out] IDouble_24 Double_24In);
HRESULT Double_240 ([in,out] IDouble_240 Double_240In);
HRESULT Double_2K4 ([in,out] IDouble_2K4 Double_2K4In);
HRESULT Double_24K ([in,out] IDouble_24K Double_24KIn);
HRESULT Double_240K ([in,out] IDouble_240K Double_240KIn);
HRESULT String_24 ([in,out] IString_24 String_24In);
HRESULT String_240 ([in,out] IString_240 String_240In);
HRESULT String_2K4 ([in,out] IString_2K4 String_2K4In);
HRESULT String_24K ([in,out] IString_24K String_24KIn);
HRESULT String_240K ([in,out] IString_240K String_240KIn);
HRESULT BasicTypes_24 ([in,out] IBasicTypes_24 BasicTypes_24In);
HRESULT BasicTypes_240 ([in,out] IBasicTypes_240 BasicTypes_240In);
HRESULT BasicTypes_2K4 ([in,out] IBasicTypes_2K4 BasicTypes_2K4In);
HRESULT BasicTypes_24K ([in,out] IBasicTypes_24K BasicTypes_24KIn);
HRESULT BasicTypes_240K ([in,out] IBasicTypes_240K BasicTypes_240KIn);
The IDL-file for the scale-ability benchmark is a lot smaller, as the number of operations on the interface is limited to one. This gives the following IDL-specification

```idl
// Server.idl : IDL source for Server.dll

// This file will be processed by the MIDL tool to
// produce the type library (Server.tlb) and marshalling code.
import "oaidl.idl";
import "ocidl.idl";

{ uuid(DA091E68-9236-11D1-9641-0060975DB573),
  helpstring("IScaleServer Interface"),
  pointer_default(unique)
} interface IScaleServer : IUnknown
{
  [helpstring("method ScaleRequest")] HRESULT ScaleRequest([in] long dw_Value);
};

{ uuid(DA091E5B-9236-11D1-9641-0060975DB573),
  version(1,0),
  helpstring("Server 1.0 Type Library")
} library SERVERLib
{
  importlib("stdole32.tlb");
  importlib("stdole2.tlb");

  { uuid(DA091E69-9236-11D1-9641-0060975DB573),
    helpstring("ScaleServer Class")
  } coclass ScaleServer
  {
    [default] interface IScaleServer;
  }
};
```
Appendix B: IIOP data-alignment

Alignment of IIOP-requests on TCP-packets

In order to investigate the size of a chunk of data when sent over the network, an Ethernet-Sniffer has been used. This apparatus can monitor the TCP-packets from all the machines on the network and buffer 3 MB of analysed TCP-packets.

This analysis does a lot more than determining where the packets are coming from and where they are heading. The internals of the packets are also exposed and decomposed for known packet-types. For this small investigation, the data-part of the packets is the most interesting part because there must be the data that is sent from one CORBA component to the other.

For comparison reasons, two data-types that have the same target size on the network. Considering the alignment of the data-types included, both should result in 24-bytes of data. The first data-structure is an array of 24-octets, which maps to an array with a size of 24 bytes. The second data-structure is a structure that is composed of different 'basic'-types.

The structure has the following data types and members:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>member-variable</th>
<th>alignment-boundary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td>DoubleVal</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float</td>
<td>FloatVal</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>LongVal</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short</td>
<td>ShortVal</td>
<td>2 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boolean</td>
<td>BooleanVal</td>
<td>1 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>char</td>
<td>CharVal</td>
<td>1 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td>OctetVal1</td>
<td>1 byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td>OctetVal2</td>
<td>1 byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td>OctetVal3</td>
<td>1 byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td>OctetVal4</td>
<td>1 byte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this table it can be seen that the total structure is 24 bytes of data, and because all the data-members are on their alignment-boundaries, they are consecutive (i.e. there are no gaps between the different members to align them).

While both data-sizes are equal, it can be assumed that the size of data-component should be equally-sized. But the Ethernet-Sniffer gave a difference of 6 bytes. These 6 bytes can be explained as follows:

- The header of the IIOP-request provides an variable space for the name of the interface and the method that should be executed on the server-object. These names are sent over in ASCII-format. Conclusion: The length of the interface & method names have a direct influence on the size of the data in the TCP-packet.
- The alignment of the data-structure members that are transmitted, are not only aligned within the structure, but the alignment of the complete data-structure is aligned on the first natural boundary of the structure with respect to the start of the complete data-buffer in the TCP-packet.

For the array with octets, the first element of the array was positioned at 1 byte after the interface & method name. In front of the structure, there were 5 bytes inserted for aligning the first data-member with the start of the data-buffer of the TCP-packet.
In a figure it looks like the following:

IIOP-request on network (as TCP-packet databuffer)

![Diagram of IIOP data-alignment](image)

**Figure 25: IIOP data-alignment**

An example illustrating the loss within data-structures:

```c
struct {
    octet val1,
    double val2,
    octet val3,
    double val4,
    ......... etc.
};
```

This structure will need 7 fill-bytes to close the gap between each octet and consecutive double. For each octet and double that are 9 bytes of useful data, 16 bytes are transmitted. This gives an overhead of:

- **useful data**: \( \frac{9}{16} \times 100\% = 56.25\% \)
- **overhead**: \( 100 - 56.25 = 43.75\% \)

This example is of course a worse-case situation, but in practice these overheads can easily be \(-25\%\), without noticing. Especially on slow or heavily used networks connections, this can be an issue.

Conclusions:

- By aligning the data-members within structures, the overhead and gap-fillers can be held minimal, which can give considerable reductions on the network load.
- By considering the alignment inside the data-buffer a small optimisation can be achieved, but this optimisation is very small compared with the size of the data-buffer. The maximum loss can be 7 bytes, whereas 8 bytes is the largest basic-type.
Appendix C: Orbix threading-models

Orbix has supports a multithreading server-objects and clients. For this, Orbix has some additional libraries that can be used safely in the case of a multithreaded program. Although the libraries are thread-safe, the developer himself must ensure thread-safety in his application. To enable the following multithreading options provided with Orbix, the incoming requests on a server, are intercepted before they enter the unmarshalling code of the stub. After the request is intercepted, the request is handed to a specific thread or placed in a queue, depending on the threading model being used.

Thread-per-object
The thread-per-object is a model in which every object has its own thread. Each of these threads accept requests for one object only, and ignores all others. This model can be very useful for real-time processing, where a specific object with its own thread can get a higher priority than other objects and the threads associated with them.

Thread-per-request
The thread-per-request model associates a thread to every incoming request. This means that no call will be blocked by Orbix, but every request will be processed. Although the non-blocking character of this model can appeal, the disadvantages for applications with large numbers of incoming requests, is the large number of threads that must be created and destroyed. In particular for requests in which little processing is required, this creating and destroying of threads can create more overhead than a performance gain.

Thread-per-client
This threading model assigns a thread to every client connected to the server. This means that this thread can execute more than one object, but only on behalf of that single client. This threading model can be very useful for database-transactions, where data-corruption through thread changes can occur. This model has the disadvantage that an idle client, uses resources on the server that cannot be used for other clients or threads.

Pool-of-threads
In this model, a pool of threads is created, that all wait for an incoming request that can be processed. Because the number of threads participating in the pool is fixed, a limit can be set the resources a server needs. Thereby, there is not an excessive creation and destruction of threads compared with the thread-per-request model. The incoming requests are placed in a list or queue, while the threads check this list or queue for new request that can be processed.
Appendix D: Microsoft Transaction Server

Because the Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS) is used during the experiments with DCOM, this appendix describes the architecture and services of the MTS. Because the MTS is an important service for the COM-architecture, not only the functionality that is used during the experiments is described, but a description of its other services is given.

The MTS is a service that is expected to become integrated with the COM-architecture. This, because MTS is built entirely on COM and provides an extension on the normal COM-architecture. The MTS provides services like thread management, efficient object activation policies and support for transactions. Furthermore it provides an efficient re-using mechanism for limited resources like database connections. Before diving into the architecture of MTS and the descriptions of its components, an glossary is given for MTS terminology.

MTS terminology glossary

ActiveX: A set of technologies that enables software components to interact with one another in a networked environment, regardless of the language in which they were created. ActiveX is built upon the Component Object Model.

Administrator: One who use the MTS Explorer to install, configure and manage MTS components and packages.

Business rule: The combination of validation edits, log-on verifications, database lookups, policies and algorithmic transformations that constitute an enterprise’s way of doing business. Also known as business logic.

Catalog: The MTS data store that maintains configuration information for components, packages and roles. The catalog is administered by using the MTS Explorer.

Client: An application or process that requests a service from some process or component.

Component: A discrete unit of code built on ActiveX technology that delivers a well-specified set of services through well-defined interfaces. Components provide the server-objects that clients requests at runtime.

Concurrency: The appearance of simultaneously execution of processes or transactions by interleaving the execution of multiple pieces of work.

Context: The state that is implicitly associated with a given MTS object. The context contains information about the object's execution environment, such as the identity of the object's creator and optionally, the transaction encompassing the work of the object. An object's context is similar on concept to the process context that an operating system maintains for an executing program. The MTS runtime environment manages a context for each object.

Declarative security: The security that is configured with the MTS Explorer. Access to packages, components and interfaces is controlled by defining roles. Roles determine which users are allowed to invoke interfaces in a component.

Data source name: The name that applications use to request a connection to an ODBC data source.

Dynamic-link library (DLL): A file that contains one or more functions that are compiled, linked and stored separately form the processes that use them. The operating system maps the DLL’s into the address space of the calling process when the process is starting or while it's running.

Identity: A package property that specifies the user accounts that are allowed to access the package. It can be a specific user account or a group of users within a Windows NT domain.
In-doubt transaction: A transaction that has been prepared but hasn't received a decision to commit or abort because the server co-ordinating the transaction is unavailable.

In-process component: A component that runs in a client's process space.

Just-In-Time activation: The ability for an MTS object to be activated only as needed for executing requests from its client. Objects can be deactivated even while clients hold references to them, allowing otherwise idle server resources to be used more productively.

Interface: A group of logically related operations or methods that provides access to a component object.

MTS component: A COM component that executes in the MTS runtime environment. A MTS component must be a DLL, implement a class factory and describe all of the component's interfaces in a type library for standard marshalling.

Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC): A transaction manager that co-ordinates transactions that span multiple resource managers. Work can be committed as an atomic transaction even if it spans multiple resource managers, potentially on separate computers.

MTS Explorer: A graphical user interface used to configure and manage MTS components within a distributed computer environment.

MTS object: A COM object that executes in the MTS runtime environment and follows the MTS programming and deployment rules.

ODBC resource dispenser: A resource dispenser that manages pools of database connections for MTS components that use the standard ODBC programming interface.

Out-of-process component: A component that runs in a separate process space from its client. MTS enables components implemented as DLL's to be used out-of-process from the client by loading the components into surrogate processes.

Package: A set of components that perform related application functions. All components in a package run together in the same MTS server process. A package is a trust boundary that defines when security credentials are verified. It's also a deployment unit for a set of components. Packages can be created by the MTS Explorer.

Package file: A file that contains information about the components and roles of a package. A package file is created using the package export function of the MTS Explorer. When a package is created, the associated component files (DLL's, type libraries and proxy-stub DLL's) are copied to the same directory where the package file was created.

Pooling: A performance optimisation based on using collections of pre-allocated resources, such as objects or database connections. Pooling results in more efficient resource allocation.

Programmatic security: The procedural logic provided by a component to determine if a client is authorised to perform the requested operation.

Resource dispenser: A service that provides the synchronisation and management of non-durable resources within a process, providing for simple and efficient sharing by MTS objects. For example, the ODBC resource dispenser manages pools of database connections.

Resource dispenser manager: A DLL that co-ordinates work among a collection of resource dispensers.

Resource manager: A system service that manages durable data. Server applications use resource managers to maintain the durable state of the application, such as the record of inventory on hand, pending orders and accounts receivable. The resource managers work in co-operation with the transaction manager to provide the application with a guarantee of atomicity and isolation (using the two-phase commit protocol).

Role: A symbolic name that defines a class of users for a set of components. Each role defines which users are allowed to invoke interfaces on a component.

Server process: A process that hosts MTS components. A MTS component can be loaded into a surrogate server process, either on the client's computer or on another computer. It can also be loaded into a client application process.

Shared property: A variable that is available to all objects in the same server process via the Shared Property Manager. The value of the property can be any type that can be represented by a variant.
State-full object: An object that holds private state accumulated from the execution of one or more client calls.
Stateless object: An object that doesn’t hold private state accumulated from the execution of one or more client calls.
Transaction: A unit of work that is done as an atomic operation. This means, that the operation succeeds or fails as a whole.
Transaction context: An object used to allow a client to dynamically include one or more objects in one transaction.
Transaction manager: A system service responsible for coordinating the outcome of transactions in order to achieve atomicity. The transaction manager ensures that the resource managers reach a consistent decision on whether the transaction should commit or abort.
Two-phase commit: A protocol ensuring that transactions applying to more that one server are completed on all servers or at none at all. Two-phase commit is coordinated by the transaction manager and supported by resource managers.

In the glossary, many parts and services are mentioned. The following sections will put these in the right place. This is done with the help of some pictures, to make the MTS architecture more understandable.

The first pictures shows the architecture of MTS on an very high level, but shows how MTS wraps an ordinary COM-object.

![Figure 26: Typical MTS application](image)

From a client's view, the MTS is not noticeable or visible. A client will do its normal creation and binding call, get an interface pointer and start invoking requests on the COM-object. Because the COM-object is inserted in a MTS package (and is called an MIS-object), the MTS will catch any request a client invokes. The MTS will launch the COM-object and creates an context-object for it, after which the client's request is passed to the COM-object. This situation in visualised in the following picture.

![Figure 27: How MTS wraps objects](image)

In this situation, the MTS object has an reference to its Context Object, which provides a set of functions. Among these functions, are the SetAbort and SetComplete functions.
When an object calls SetAbort, all the transactions the object made since the last SetComplete (when it was doing transactions at all), are all rolled back. The SetComplete enforces the committing of the transactions that are made. Besides the committing of the transactions, the SetComplete informs the MTS Executive that the object has no relevant state. This can be due to the fact that the object never has client-specific state at all, or that all the relevant was committed in a resource dispenser. Depending on the fact, that an object told MTS that it can 'pooled', the MTS Executive keeps the object alive, or deactivates the object and release its resources. The situation when a deactivation takes place, is shown in the following picture:

![Figure 28: Deactivated MTS Object](image)

Figure 28: Deactivated MTS Object

When the client invokes a new request, the MTS Executive uses the class factory to create a new object. For the client, this is an invisible process, and because the old object had no state it is indistinguishable from the newly created one. By calling SetComplete as often as possible, applications can be scaled much better. The process of an object calling SetComplete, its deactivation and creating new objects when needed is called, Just-In-Time Activation.

For MTS objects that use sparse resources, like connections to databases, an equivalent resource-scheme applies. An object that invokes transactions on a database, likes to keep its connection open during its entire life-time. This is due to the fact, that creating a new connection to the database costs a considerable amount of time. On the other side, database connections are sparse resources, from which actually small numbers can be maintained. When building applications with large numbers of clients and therefore MTS-objects, this can become a problem due to the number of available database connections. The MTS uses an advanced technique, by defining resource-dispensers. A resource-dispenser provides an efficient way for freeing and acquiring shared, non-persistent resources. The ODBC dispenser for instance, maintains a pool of database connections. These database connections can than be used by the MTS objects, which are encouraged to create and destroy connections to the database (which is actually the pool managed by resource dispenser) as much as possible. Using this approach, the MTS objects use the resource as efficient as possible, while enabling applications to scale better.
Appendix E: Results marshalling benchmarks

For both of the middleware products, four matrices are given.

- **array**
  - interface-type: IN
- **sequence**
  - interface-type: IN
- **array**
  - interface-type: IN, OUT
- **sequence**
  - interface-type: IN, OUT

These matrices contain the mean, 5% lower-bound and 95% upper-bound limits of the response-times measured. This means that the intervals between the lower- and upper-bound represent the interval of 90% of all response times. This interval must be considered as an empirical 90% confidence interval.

Result matrices CORBA/Orbix

**ARRAYS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN</th>
<th>data-type</th>
<th>octet</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>lower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data-type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24000</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240000</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN</th>
<th>data-type</th>
<th>double</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>lower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data-type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24000</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240000</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN</th>
<th>data-type</th>
<th>struct</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>lower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data-type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24000</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240000</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SEQUENCES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN</th>
<th>data-type</th>
<th>octet</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>lower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data-type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24000</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240000</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN</th>
<th>data-type</th>
<th>double</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>lower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data-type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24000</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240000</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN</th>
<th>data-type</th>
<th>struct</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>lower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data-type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24000</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240000</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## ARRAYS

### IN-OUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>data-type</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>2400</th>
<th>24000</th>
<th>240000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>struct</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SEQUENCES

### IN-OUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>data-type</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>2400</th>
<th>24000</th>
<th>240000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>struct</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>558</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Result matrices DCOM

## ARRAYS

### IN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>data-type</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>2400</th>
<th>24000</th>
<th>240000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>struct</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### SEQUENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN-OUT</th>
<th>data-type</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>2400</th>
<th>24000</th>
<th>240000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>struct</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>struct</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ARRAYS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN-OUT</th>
<th>data-type</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>2400</th>
<th>24000</th>
<th>240000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>struct</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEQUENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN-OUT</th>
<th>data-type</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>2400</th>
<th>24000</th>
<th>240000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>struct</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octet</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>struct</td>
<td>upper</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix F: Results scale-ability benchmarks

This appendix gives two matrices in which the results are presented which are obtained during the execution of the benchmarks belonging to experiments F,H and L.

The matrices contain the mean, 5% lower-bound and 95% upper-bound limits of the response-times measured. This means that the intervals between the lower- and upper-bound represent the interval of 90% of all response times. This interval must be considered as an empirical 90% confidence interval.

The results for CORBA/Orbix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORBA</th>
<th>nr. of lightweight processes per client capsule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The results for DCOM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DCOM</th>
<th>nr. of lightweight processes per client capsule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 30: DCOM, result matrix experiment L
Appendix G: SPSS output on multiple regressions

The following output was generated for the multiple regression discussed in the result evaluation of experiment L. First the output for both middleware products is given for linear regression, where-after the output for the non-linear multiple regression is given.

Regression

Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RESPONSE</td>
<td>641.1055556</td>
<td>821.9099531</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>18.25</td>
<td>12.39235339</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC_THREA</td>
<td>172.3611111</td>
<td>215.8109048</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREADS</td>
<td>9.444444444</td>
<td>8.237476861</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RESPONSE</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>PC_THREA</th>
<th>THREADS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correl.</td>
<td>0.5414889</td>
<td>0.542321498</td>
<td>0.696600354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESPONSE</td>
<td>1.0000000</td>
<td>0.6908777</td>
<td>0.542321498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>0.5423215</td>
<td>1.0000000</td>
<td>0.696600354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC_THREA</td>
<td>0.6908777</td>
<td>0.696600354</td>
<td>1.0000000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREADS</td>
<td>0.5423215</td>
<td>0.696600354</td>
<td>1.0000000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sig (1-tailed)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RESPONSE</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>PC_THREA</th>
<th>THREADS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RESPONSE</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC_THREA</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREADS</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THREADS, PC, PC_THREA</td>
<td>0.999906399</td>
<td>0.999812807</td>
<td>0.999804548</td>
<td>0.000963201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model: Enter

Dependent Variable: RESPONSE

Independent Variables: (Constant), THREADS, PC, PC_THREA

All requested variables entered.

Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval for B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-4.876449285</td>
<td>0.210531594</td>
<td>-12.05930457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>-0.435619048</td>
<td>0.168081814</td>
<td>-0.60531066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC_THREA</td>
<td>3.848771384</td>
<td>0.013452525</td>
<td>1.019583907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THREADS</td>
<td>-1.029981812</td>
<td>-0.012326474</td>
<td>-3.446000007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent Variable: RESPONSE

Figure 31: Orbix, linear regression output
### Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RESPONSE</td>
<td>89.685</td>
<td>124.7917392</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>21.425</td>
<td>15.16222404</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC, THREA</td>
<td>192.625</td>
<td>236.748768</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREADS</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>8.593523503</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RESPONSE</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>PC, THREA</th>
<th>THREADS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson</td>
<td>0.99425301</td>
<td>0.94700618</td>
<td>0.8750323</td>
<td>0.98955983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (1-tailed)</td>
<td>0.00000000</td>
<td>0.00000000</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Variables Entered</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>RESPONSE, PC, PC, THREADS</td>
<td>0.994955475</td>
<td>0.98955983</td>
<td>0.98955983</td>
<td>0.87508594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Method: Enter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Dependent Variable: RESPONSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>All requested variables entered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval for B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-0.82929772</td>
<td>3.780469634</td>
<td>-0.219089122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>0.46813791</td>
<td>0.13942035</td>
<td>0.059905059</td>
<td>-3.599717987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC, THREA</td>
<td>0.556279323</td>
<td>0.12412236</td>
<td>0.092823405</td>
<td>4.81687883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREADS</td>
<td>-0.712987198</td>
<td>0.308960158</td>
<td>-0.046242103</td>
<td>-2.30750102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Dependent Variable: RESPONSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 32: DCOM, linear regression output
Output of SPSS for non-linear multiple regression:

**Non-linear Regression**

All the derivatives will be calculated numerically.

The following new variables are being created:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Predicted Values</th>
<th>Residuals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRED_</td>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESID</td>
<td>Residuals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Residual SS</th>
<th>B0</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>77556229.94</td>
<td>.000000000</td>
<td>.000000000</td>
<td>.000000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>74943424.72</td>
<td>.267826011</td>
<td>.518763349</td>
<td>.0286766688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>74943424.72</td>
<td>.267826011</td>
<td>.518763349</td>
<td>.0286766688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>70047981.94</td>
<td>.781953424</td>
<td>1.51645897</td>
<td>.084081623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>70047981.94</td>
<td>.781953424</td>
<td>1.51645897</td>
<td>.084081623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>61433500.21</td>
<td>1.73029065</td>
<td>3.36385312</td>
<td>.187780311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>61433500.21</td>
<td>1.73029065</td>
<td>3.36385312</td>
<td>.187780311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>46093686.46</td>
<td>3.59028633</td>
<td>7.02202317</td>
<td>.398620504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>46093686.46</td>
<td>3.59028633</td>
<td>7.02202317</td>
<td>.398620504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>22917879.30</td>
<td>7.05336517</td>
<td>14.0626910</td>
<td>.843790030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>22917879.30</td>
<td>7.05336517</td>
<td>14.0626910</td>
<td>.843790030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>3915784.957</td>
<td>8.42679198</td>
<td>19.3917850</td>
<td>2.06749998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3915784.957</td>
<td>8.42679198</td>
<td>19.3917850</td>
<td>2.06749998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>9189.325166</td>
<td>-.61197799</td>
<td>-1.3039109</td>
<td>3.85942869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9189.325166</td>
<td>-.61197799</td>
<td>-1.3039109</td>
<td>3.85942869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>46093686.46</td>
<td>3.59028633</td>
<td>7.02202317</td>
<td>.398620504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Run stopped after 16 model evaluations and 8 derivative evaluations. Iterations have been stopped because the relative reduction between successive residual sums of squares is at most $SSCON = 1.000E-08$

**Nonlinear Regression Summary Statistics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>77547040.6148</td>
<td>25849013.5383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>9189.325166</td>
<td>133.17863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncorrected Total</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>77556229.9400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Corrected Total)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>47963053.9378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R^2 = 1 - \frac{\text{Residual SS}}{\text{Corrected SS}} = .99981$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Asymptotic Std. Error</th>
<th>Asymptotic Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Asymptotic 95 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
<td>-.611977887</td>
<td>.094376502</td>
<td>-.800253857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>-1.303910577</td>
<td>.194699267</td>
<td>-1.592324987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>3.859428661</td>
<td>.010528092</td>
<td>3.838425692</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asymptotic Correlation Matrix of the Parameter Estimates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 33: Orbix, non-linear multiple regression output
Non-linear Regression

All the derivatives will be calculated numerically.

The following new variables are being created:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Predicted Values</th>
<th>Residuals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRED_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Iteration | Residual SS | B0 | B1 | B2 |
1         | 1873936.820 | 0.000000000 | 0.000000000 | 0.000000000 |
1.1       | 1495715.819 | 0.206588315 | 0.025585500 | 0.497160247 |
2         | 1495715.819 | 0.206588315 | 0.025585500 | 0.497160247 |
2.1       | 886784.6330 | 0.598484638 | 0.078759763 | 1.466369263 |
3         | 886784.6330 | 0.598484638 | 0.078759763 | 1.466369263 |
3.1       | 222900.4103 | 1.05583599 | 2.16987209 | 2.92206566 |
4         | 222900.4103 | 1.05583599 | 2.16987209 | 2.92206566 |
4.1       | 20096.77048 | -1.4490697 | 0.490150612 | 0.270105377 |
5         | 20096.77048 | -1.4490697 | 0.490150612 | 0.270105377 |
5.1       | 12364.21963 | -0.4955891 | 0.557907528 | -0.76406400 |
6         | 12364.21963 | -0.4955891 | 0.557907528 | -0.76406400 |
6.1       | 12364.21963 | -0.4955891 | 0.557907540 | -0.76406433 |

Run stopped after 12 model evaluations and 6 derivative evaluations. Iterations have been stopped because the relative reduction between successive residual sums of squares is at most SSCON = 1.000E-08

Nonlinear Regression Summary Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1861372.60037</td>
<td>620457.53346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>12364.21963</td>
<td>160.57428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncorrected Total</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1873936.82000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Corrected Total)</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1230264.88200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R squared = 1 - Residual SS / Corrected SS = 0.98995

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Asymptotic Std. Error</th>
<th>Asymptotic 95% Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
<td>-0.4955891</td>
<td>0.082212754</td>
<td>-0.658295418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>0.557907528</td>
<td>0.098696910</td>
<td>0.538254624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>-0.764064003</td>
<td>0.20157397</td>
<td>-1.165336405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Asymptotic Correlation Matrix of the Parameter Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>B0</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>-0.5689</td>
<td>0.0429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>-0.5689</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>-0.6972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>0.0429</td>
<td>-0.6972</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 34: DCOM, non-linear multiple regression output
Appendix H: Program outline in scale-ability benchmarks

Figure 35 gives an a brief outline for the communication-protocol between the server, the client and the synchronisation server in the experiments with a large number of client-nodes. The client-node in this figure has multiple lightweight processes, but the main process handles the synchronisation on behalf of the lightweight processes that invoke the requests on the server.

![Program outline in scale-ability benchmarks](image)